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Dear Readers,
Welcome to the special issue of Tele-Sputnik magazine prepared for the IBC2014!
Tele-Sputnik is a Russian magazine that covers the distribution of TV channels and multimedia
services in different media. Our magazine will celebrate its 20th anniversary next year. It
appeared at the time of the beginning of individual SAT reception in Russia, the golden
age of which concurred with the second half of the 90s. At that time, questions of a polar
dish set up, a choice of an LNB, or installation of a SMATV system were most important to
our readers. By mid 2000s, individual SAT reception in Russia began to give up its position
to DTH projects which soon took a significant part of Pay TV market. Since then we have
been regularly writing about the development of major DTH projects and giving analytical
overviews of DTH market.
In addition, we keep track on the satellite capacity market, follow the appearance of new
technologies and services offered by satellite TV operators in the business sector.
Rapid growth of cable networks started in Russia in late 90s, and since then Cable TV
has been the priority subject for our magazine. Numerous articles on methods of Cable
TV design and equipment selection, as well as on standards and technologies used in Cable
TV were published in Tele-Sputnik. They were gradually compiled in a number of reference
books which have become handbooks for technical specialists in Cable TV. Nowadays main
technologies are well known, and most of Cable TV networks have already been designed. So
Tele-Sputnik began to pay more attention to the issues of business development of networks
and operators’ relations with rights holders.
Since the time when digital terrestrial television appeared in Russia we have constantly
kept track of technical implementation and business strategies of DTT projects. The efforts
of the magazine to promote DVB standards can be mentioned as well.
Recently we have been most attentively following OTT projects and technologies behind
them.
Studying this issue in detail we have been constantly supported by electronic magazine
TeleMultiMedia also owned by the publishing house TELESPUTNIK. The TeleMultiMedia is the
only periodical in Russia which is fully dedicated to video in the Internet. We see great potential
in these technologies, not only for major operators, but also for small ones.
We have been cooperating with IBC for 15 years. For us it is a key convention which
helps us to reveal main trends of TV industry as well as technological topics that are to be
discussed on the pages of our magazine.
This is the first issue published in English specifically for the IBC. We aimed to provide
the basic information on the major segments of the Russian market of TV and multimedia
service distribution. We hope it will be helpful for those participants and visitors of the show
who are not yet operating in Russia. Our Pay TV market is now at the last stage of extensive
development, so soon the schemes of operators’ struggle for the subscribers should
change. This process can be seen already, at least in the CATV and IPTV segments. It can be
expected that under tough competition, operators will pay more and more attention to the
“differentiating” services, which will open promising opportunities for a number of companies
which have not yet found their niche in the Russian market.
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CATV and IPTV.
Market Niche, Services and
Technologies
The first CATV appeared at the beginning of the 90-s: they grew out of the MATV
systems and local mini-studios, broadcasting movies using video cassette recorders.
Pretty soon some of them developed into a fully functional cable networks.
Globalization
The first half of the 2000-s witnessed the
start of cable networks consolidation, and
by 2005-2006 the first group of service
providers applying for the federal status had
appeared. Their assets were mainly formed
by means of buying up small networks by
larger cable service providers. In some years
providers of fixed and mobile telephony
joined this process. They were, first of all,
Rostelecom, MTS and VimpelCom. A certain
segment in the cable TV market belongs
also to MegaFon and TransTeleCom. Among
the companies traditionally operating in
CATV segment ER-Telecom and to some
extent AKADO reached the federal level,
though the main subscriber base of
AKADO is concentrated in Moscow. All
the above providers owned CATV access
networks At the same time VimpelCom
mainly offers IPTV, and considerable part
of Rostelecom and MTS networks is also
designed according to IPTV technologies
(ADSL, Ethernet and PON). It should be
noticed that the same companies are the
key providers of broadband access.

Cable Service Providers Legal Status
and Property

Almost all Russian cable and IPTV service
providers operate their own networks. They
own also head end stations, distribution
network and in-house installation. However
small providers sometimes rent transport
lines to deliver TV channels to the head
end station.
In terms of legislation, cablemen are
communications service providers holding
an appropriate license. However, in practice
the majority of cable and IPTV operators
also deal with aggregation of services. They
negotiate with rights holders on terms of
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channels retransmitting, determine the set
of channels in the network and principles of
their packaging, form tariffs for subscribers
and receive the subscription fee. With
television channels the service providers
shall either agree upon the provision of
telecommunication services or enter into
a license agreement with transfer to the
providers the rights to use the content
in their network. In the first case, the
license to broadcast in the network is to
be received by the rights holder. The CATV
providers themselves obtain broadcast
licenses for their own channels only or
when the retransmitted content shall be
changed, for example, in case of crawl
line overlay. There is, however, a category
of small Ethernet networks, providing an
IPTV service through aggregators that
form packages of television channels and
directly contract with subscribers. But these
providers do not consider TV as the primary
business.
In Russia CATV providers have not yet
practiced selling the advertisement at the
third-party channels by agreement with
the rights owner. However, the recent
legislative ban on advertising on Pay TV
channels may change this situation.

Special features of CATV Architecture

At first, CAT V technical development
followed the same pattern as in Western
Europe. In the early 2000s networks
were started to be transferred to HFCtechnology and supplemented with data
transmission networks: in larger networks
with DOCSIS, and in small with DOCSIS
or parallel Ethernet. But the mass optics
implementation in Russian CATV started
later than in Western Europe, when the cost
of optical equipment decreased markedly.

Architectures with deep penetration of
optics (FTTX) had little difference from HFC
in value, therefore the architecture "Optics
To The Building " has become today the
most frequent practice in Russia.
The mass migration to FT T X was
followed by the mass distribution of
parallel Ethernet as data transmission
technology. In optical networks, DOCSIS
wa s n o n co m p e t i t i ve w i t h Et h e r n e t,
primarily in terms of the speeds offered.
The DOCSIS position was not to be saved by
the certain advantages of this technology
such as lack of extra active equipment in
the distribution network, one wire in the
apartment of the subscriber, convenience
of statistics collection and authorization. It
should be mentioned the administration
options in the DOCSIS networks in Russia,
were far from being used in full. They
were not required, as at that time even
the large service providers mainly owned
small networks, which were not technically
connected with each other. And standards
PacketCable built on top of DOCSIS and
serving multimedia services were not
used at all. This made it easier to refuse
from DOCSIS, and in many networks it has
been replaced with Ethernet. DOCSIS was
retained only by the service providers,
that managed to cover significant network
segments in the historic parts of the city
(Moscow network "AKADO", the former TKT,
now St. Petersburg branch of Rostelecom)
or under the permafrost conditions (branch
of MegaFon, former network Ugratel).
The PON technology has got a certain
widespread and is applied by two categories
of service providers. The first one includes
the large telecommunications company
Rostelecom and MGTS (subdivision of
MTS), which build segments of multiservice
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networks on its base in large cities. The
second category consists of small providers
with the networks covering private houses
areas. At the same time, the countryside is
rather covered with satellite TV than with
cable one.

Services

Nowadays the Russian cable and IPT V
operators offer from 25 to 250 channels
and about a third part of cable subscribers
receive T V in DVB format. Almost all
networks provide the broadband access,
supplemented also with IP telephony.
Among the non-linear services the most
common is Time Shifting implemented on
the set-top box. Some networks integrate
Internet ser vice and access to social
networks into their portals, but this practice
is mainly spread in large networks. They
often offer access to a movie library,
implemented in the data network.
Rostelecom, VimpelCom, and
MegaFon have launched the projects of
TV multiscreen delivery online. Indicative
is that they outperformed the Russian
DTH providers through launching such
hybrid solutions. But to be fair it should be
noted that they are rather positioned as
independent projects, than as an additional
service for subscribers.

DVB in Cable Networks

The situation with digital broadcasting
in cable and satellite segments in Russia
differs greatly. The analogue broadcast from
satellite was ended in the last century, while
in cable networks the digital broadcasting
has got mass distribution in recent years
only. Surveys conducted by Tele-Sputnik
showed that the digit starting drivers in
large and small networks differ to some
extent. For the key players introduction of
DVB presents the opportunity to arrange
their own pattern of services, flexible
formation of television channels sets, as
well as recording, and tricky modes ( pause,
rewind, time- shift ). In small networks,
offering one or two packages, the “digit”
has not justified itself for a long time. In no
small part that was due to channels policy,
that set the higher fee for the digital TV
services as compared to analogue and
the mandatory minimum of subscribers
connected. But with the growing popularity
of low cost DTH providers and federal
competitors emerging in the region, the
small providers faced the necessity to
comply with standards set by the main
players, offering more than a hundred
channels. Simultaneously the introduction
of the DVB-C has been simplified with the
distribution of TV sets with DVB tuners. The
recent survey of Tele-Sputnik showed that
the set-top box is in demand only in the
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VimpelСom (Beeline)
Operates in 37 cities
Subscriber database
IPTV: 940 000
Mobile application: 180 000
Number of SD and HD channels:
More than 230 channels, including 48
channels in HD format
Additional functions:
Broadcast control functions: “Record”,
“Rewind”, “Hold” – used by 80% of the
subscriber database
Internet applications: traffic jams,
weather forecast,exchange rates
Integration with social networks
Video applications: kinopoisk, etc.
Video on Demand: more than 3000
items.
major cable networks. The major service
providers usually offer CAM-modules and
several versions of set-top boxes, designed
specifically for their network. However, the
set of functions in most of these boxes is
pretty standard. They allow to brand services
and to ensure their reliable receiving
on any TV. The manufacturers operating
in the global market note that Russian
providers, unlike their Western colleagues,
do not themselves yet participate in the
development of the receiving equipment,

limiting to drafting specification. At the
same time they are not ready to spend
significant funds on receivers, even if the
functionality of the set-top box supposed
to be beyond the standard. This is probably
due to the fact that the Russian pay TV
market is still developing according to the
extensive scheme, with almost dumping
policies of the major players. We shall return
to this subject.
As for the smaller CAT V providers,
they mostly think set-top boxes are the
dying type of equipment, relevant only
to subscribers with older TV models. If
the network uses the conditional access
system, the subscribers are offered CImodules.
Over the last 4 years the number of HD
channels offered in the Russian market has
dramatically increased. Among others HDversions of the federal channels with wide
audience has appeared . Most of the major
providers definitely refer HD-channels
among drivers for connecting to the digit.
In smaller networks HD development is
hampered by the high cost of such channels
and is still perceived as premium service.
However, almost everyone tends to believe
that HD will become standard for Russian
networks as well during transition to this
format of the main mass of terrestrial
channels distributed on the federal scale.

AKADO
Subscriber database
Cable TV in total: 1 240 thousand
Digital TV: 583 thousand
Broadband access: 792 thousand
Subscriber database distribution in percent per distribution media:
Cable TV (including digital TV)-95%
IPTV -95%
Broadband technologies:
Ethernet: Moscow, St.Petersburg, Ekaterinburg
PON: Moscow (sectionb2b, b2g)
DOCSIS: Moscow, Minsk
Number of SD and HD channels:
Moscow: SD-137, HD-31
St.Petersburg: 150 digital channels
Ekaterinburg: SD-124, HD-21
Minsk: more than 100 digital channels
Additional services:
Multiscreen (multiroom) distribution, non-linear services (PPV – Home cinema).
ARPU
At the end of Q4 2013 (RUR w/o VAT)

Cable TV (expanded social package)
Digital TV
Broadband access
Telephony

Moscow

Ekaterinburg SPb

Minsk

115
450
410
330

140

110

140

470

510

470

Major brands of head, distribution, and subscrib erequipment:
Humax, Irdeto, Thomson, Sagem, Cisco, Huawei, Infinera
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Statistics and Market Trends

According to ACTR, Cable TV Association,
today about 6.5 million cable TV subscribers
and IPTV networks are connected to the
digital television. The total subscriber base
of these networks is not known for sure,
because not all operators disclose these
data, however, it clearly accounts for more
than 20 million subscribers.
Here are some figures to illustrate the
place of cable television and its major
players in the pay TV market in Russia. Pay
TV in Russia is offered in cable, satellite and
IPTV networks.
Table 1 shows the data of the analytical
Agency iKS Consulting on distribution of
subscriber base among the largest pay-TV
service providers. Their share accounts for
about 80% of the market.
The right diagram in figure 1 illustrates
distribution of the pay TV subscriber base
as at the end of 2013. Cable TV covers more
than half of the market.
However, the growth rate of this
segment has recently dropped sharply
and for 2013, according to various sources
amounted from 1.5% to 0.02%. As one
can see in the left diagram, the most
rapid growth shows IPTV subscriber base.
This is due to the active launch of IPTV
networks by Rostelecom and VimpelCom
and can be explained by the fact that the
subscriber base of this segment has low
absolute value. Three years ago, its share
was only 2%, and for two consecutive years
it doubled.
In terms of absolute relation the
greatest increase in the subscriber base is
still observed in satellite TV.
It must be noted that distribution
of income shares among pay TV service
providers is somewhat different (Figure 2).
In this "category" Rostelecom is far ahead
and Tricolor TV, which has almost one and
a half times more subscribers, is more than
one and a half inferior in income. According
to data of IKS Consulting, the value of ARPU
of Tricolor TV was only 67 rubles in 2013
which is less than $2. The second largest
satellite TV operator Orion Express also has
its subscriber base due to its low-budget
project Telecarta. Last autumn the company
NTV-PLUS also came out with its budget
proposal after several years of stagnation.
Consequently, the average ARPU in the
satellite segment amounted to 102 rubles
in 2013, while in cable and IPTV segment
it was 145 rubles.
Both prices are rather low, in terms of
the average salary of the Russian citizen,
but still ARPU in the earth segment is
significantly higher. The reason, perhaps, is
that the potential of extensive development
has been almost exhausted, while DTH
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Rostelecom
Subscriber database
1Q
2014

2013

2012

2011

Pay-TV subscribers, including

7,6

7,5

6,9

6,1

IPTV+Digital TV

2,3

2,2

1,6

0,8

Cable TV

5,3

5,3

5,3

5,3

Geography.
The main subscriber database (assets of the former National Cable Networks) is
accumulated in Moscow, St.Petersburg, Ekaterinburg, in single points of other cities
Transmission technologies
PON, FTTx, DSL, in single points – DOCSIS.
Number of SD and HD channels:
Morethan 200 TV channels, including 23 channels in HD format.
ARPU according to the general subscriber base:
2011:RUR 104
2012:RUR 116
2013:RUR 133
2014 (Q1): RUR 143
Additional services:
Video rental
View control: hold, rewind, review, archive of programs for 72 hours
Multiroom
Karaoke
Social network on TV screen
Informational services in TV: weather forecast , exchange rates, Yandex maps
Multiscreen on Zabava.ru portal
DLNA support
Wireless connection of a TV receiver
Major brands of subscriber equipment:
SmartLabs LLC, Promzakaz LLC, UZ Promsvyaz OJSC
Table 1. Major Pay-TV Service Providers in Russia
№

Company

Number of
Subscribers
2Q2014

Number of
Subscribers
4Q 2013

Number
of 4Q 2012
Subscribers

1

Tricolor TV ( DTH)

10. 560

10. 10

8.79

2

Rostelecom( Cable)

7. 700

7. 510

6.57

3

MTS( Cable)

2 .720

2. 58 0

2.94

4

Er-Telecom (Cable)

2. 650

2. 570

2.358

5

Orion Express (DTH)

2. 250

2.130

1.05

6

Akado(Cable)

1. 115

1.13

1.10

7

VimpelCom (Cable)

0.95

1.104

0.98

As we can see the top seven includes two DTH and five cable/IPTV providers.

1,5%
17,6 17,8

21%

IPTV
11%

13,1
10,9

Satellite
TV 38%

29%
2,8 3,6
Cable TV

Satellite TV

Cable TV
51%

IPTV

Figure 1. Data of Analytical Agency iKS Consulting.
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Er-Telecom (Dom.ru)
Subscriber database
At the end of Q2 of 2014: 5.945 mn
Including: paid TV:2.65 mn, broadband
access:2.805 mn, telephony: 0.49 mn.
Broadband technology:
Ethernet
Number of SD and HD channels
107 SDchannelsand 52 HDchannels
Additional services
Digital HD television “Dom.ru TV”:
multiscreen (access to TV channels from
the screens of mobile devices),
catchup (3-day TV archive of 30
channels),
VoD, including free video library
of 60 000 items.
Access to Internet services and social
networks: VKontakte, Instagram, Yandex.
Probki, 2GIS, Sportbox.ru, etc.
Broadcast control functions: (hold/
rewind, video record, change of
language, channel sorting, etc.),
Mobile TV remote control (mobile
application for TV control from the
screen of a mobile device).
ARPU
In the sphere of paid TV at year-end
2013: RUR 222, VAT included.
Major brands of head end,
distribution, and subscriber
equipment
Huawei, Alcatel, Juniper, Cisco, HP, IBM,
D-link, ZTE, Wisi.
service providers are still competing among
themselves for the uncovered sections of
the market.
In general the pay TV market in Russia
experience now in the last phase of
extensive development. Today it covers
about 62% of the population, and as
forecast by the analytical Agency Json
Par tners, by 2018 the coverage will
increase up to 76%. At the same time the
growth rate will decline steadily, and this
process is already going on. Thus, the
increase in the total subscriber base for
the first quarter of 2014 was 30% lower
than in the last year.
Under the current circumstances DTH
service providers are now trying to get the
maximum share of the remaining market,
offering unprecedented low rates and are
often accused of dumping. We can't judge
whether this accusation is fair, as lower
prices by DTH providers are objectively
possible because of different pricing policy
of the channels towards large and small
players. In any case, this situation seriously
sets back development of pay TV in Russia
and complicates survival conditions for
small operators. Many of them remain
afloat due to broadband access services, as

6

Vimpelcom 5%
Akado 6%

Others 26%

NTV Plus 9%

ER-Telecom
9%

Rostelecom
21%

MTS 11%

Tricolor TV 13%
Figure 2. Distribution of Income Between Pay TV Service Providers.

well as to the proximity to the subscribers
and more flexible service policy. On the
colored background you can find the
data submitted by 5 largest providers that
describes their business

Peculiarities of Cable Equipment
Demand

Due to mass distribution of FTTH and
Ethernet architectures in Russia some
classes of equipment are almost irrelevant,
including optical nodes (only receivers are
used) and trunk RF amplifiers. Besides,
the extensive stage of cable television
development in Russia is almost complete,
most networks are designed according to
up-to-date technologies and do not require
any dramatic modernization. Therefore,
the need in equipment for distribution
networks has generally declined in recent
years and is of current interest for the
largest federal players only.
It is to be noted that Russian service
providers, even larger ones, rarely offer
their clients services for arranging home
networks, or they are available in the
simplest variant.
On the other hand the profound interest
is observed in the head end digital signal
processing equipment, including modular
head ends with IP switching. The edge
gateways are of importance, first and
foremost, IP-PAL. They are installed at
remote stations or simply used to receive TV
channels over IP trunks. The Russian CATV
providers maintain long-term cooperation
with manufacturers from Europe (Germany
account for about half of the brands), China
and Ukraine.

In conclusion, it should be noted once
again, that the extensive stage of Russian
pay TV market development is coming to
an end, and the earth segment is almost
exhausted. This gives grounds to expect
in the near future more active attempts
to find the «differentiating» services of
more intensive development for paid
services, especially for premium channels.
The largest service providers are already
experiencing these processes growing in
strength.
MTS
Subscriber database
Broadband Access +fixed telephony +TV:
7 294 thousand
TV subscribers number is not disclosed
Distribution media:
IPTV in Moscow
DVB-C – on the rest of Russian territory
outside of Moscow
Broadband Technology:
GPON – in Moscow
FTTB on the rest of Russian territory
outside of Moscow
Number of SD and HD channels:
Total number- 200, HD -33
Additional services:
Multiroom, Video on Demand,
Time-shift, Channels a la-carte
ARPU:
At the end of Q2 2014 for all fixed
services: 300 RUR
Major brands :
Set-top-Box: Eagle Kingdom
Technologies Ltd. (EKT), Coship.
CAM — SmiT.
Head ends: Ericsson, Harmonic
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Digital Terrestrial Television
in Russia
Digital terrestrial television was first launched in Russia in the mid-2000s. Among
the largest were the projects in the Mordovian Republic, Ekaterinburg and Sverdlovsk
region, test broadcasting in Tver and the SFN network in Kursk region. Some of them
were backed by the Ministry of Communications but the controlling interests were
owned by commercial organizations. The broadcasting was in DVB-T/MPEG-2 formats.
Target government program

However, the situation changed with the start
of the federal target program of Development of Television and Radio Broadcasting
in the Russian Federation for 2009-2015. This
program was developed by the Government
Comission for Television and Radio Broadcating. Firstly it outlined only general principles
of DTT development in Russia, and as a result
the program is continuously refined, supplemented and adjusted.
The first launches were in the DVB-T /
MPEG-2 formats but later it was decided to
transfer the entire network to more effective
DVB-T2/H.264 format. And a year later appeared the plans to encrypt the signal but
they were not implemented. The date of the
analogue switch off is also constantly changing. At first it was supposed to happen when
the first multiplex would achieve a certain
coverage, later it was linked to the date of
analogue switch of in the boarder arears. And
now it is postponed until 2019.
As a result of the program implementation commercial projects were gradually
scrapped. The only one that survived is Digital Television, the Moscow niche project for
mobile reception in a moving car.
It should be noticed that once there were
two DVB-H test projects in Moscow as well
but the operators failed to get all needed
licenses. Then DVB-H technology was found
to be of little promise and the projects were
frozen.
The operator in charge of DTT program
implentation was appointed by presidential
decree. This is the state RTRN Company – the
largest communication operator in the field
of terrestrial television. Although RTRN is not
the only operator for analogue broadcasting,
in DTT it got a monopoly. At least for first
three multiplexes which are planned to be
noncommercial.
Creation of multiplexes not in the framework of the state program is not forbidden
but is actually not supported. According to
regulating bodies, the uncontrolled growth
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of DTT channels threats to exceed capacity
of the advertisement market.
In all probability this policy is supported
by the largest terrestrial channels - the
members of the Government Commission for
Television and Radio Broadcasting. Up to date
there is no Pay TV in the Russian terrestrial
television. The main source of income for
them is an advertisement though some
of them are partly backed by the state. The
share of terrestrial channels in television AD
market is about 97,5 %. On the other hand
the share of their viewing is only 80-90% and
tends to decline. Therefore, these channels
strive to secure their place in terrestrial TV
and lobby the legislative initiatives aimed to
maintain the current state of affairs.

Multiplexes

So far two multiplexes – RTRN-1 and RTRN2 – have been formed in compliance with
the state program. The list of channels in
RTRN-1 was set by the presidential decree,
and the same decree granted the multiplex
the status «obligatory for distribution». This
ensures the steady interest for the channels
on the part of advertisers. RTRN-1 consists of
10 channels with the federal coverage. Cumulative audience of the top 3 of them: NTV, First
Channel and Russia-1 exceeded 40% of the
total TV viewing in Russia. These channels
receive partial compensation for the cost of
distribution as part of RTRN-1.
This multiplex already covers more than
85% of the population, and its implementation is to be completed by the end of 2014.
It should be specified that the population
coverage implies the population that resides
on the territory covered by DTT signal rather
than the percentage of people actually receiving DTT which is hardly possible to calculate.
Taking into account high penetration figures
of cable and satellite television in Russia one
can assume that this percent is rather low.
The second multiplex, RTRN-2, was
formed on a competitive basis. The conditions
of participation in the contest were: 24-hour

broadcasting, federal coverage and at least
55% of Russian content. Its implementation
was supposed to be completed in 2015. But
as the channels of the second multiplex pay
for their distribution themselves, its construction in small towns with the population of
less than 10,000 people has been postponed
until 2018.
In the launched multiplexes all channels
are in SD-resolution although some of them
have HD-versions. In February 2014 it was
decided to start gradual transfer of DTT to
HD-format but the schemes of the implementation are not clear yet.
Initially there were plans to introduce
HD-channels starting with the third multiplex. Its concept, however, has not yet been
approved. Regional channels also lay claim to
its slots, and all market players are still unable
to coordinate the conflicting interests.

Technical architecture of the network

Russian DTT network is generally multifrequency but with SFN elements, as it appeared to be impossible to identify common
frequencies throughout the territory covering
7 time zones.
It should be noticed that Russian broadcasters do not yet have to compete seriously against LTE operators for the frequency
resource. The disputed range of 700 MHz is
considered by state regulating bodies to be
a promising one for LTE but a recent decree of
the President of Russia granted the priority to
broadcasters. The Operators of 4G networks
can use only the parts of 700 MHz range
which are not reserved for DTT. Although
this will not save the DTT frequencies from
the interference on the part of LTE-channels.
Multiplexes and their time-shift versions
are transmitted via satellite in T-2 MI containers which, in their turn, are encapsulated in
MPEG-2 TC. The first multiplex is transmitted
in Multi PLP format. The aim was to avoid
channel remultiplexing after the local content insertion. This opportunity, however, is
not used yet.
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Innovative Solutions for Electronic Devices
GS Nanotech is one of the leading enterprises in Eastern Europe in integrated circuits back-end developing, packaging
and testing. The company focuses on designing and assembling of multi-chip modules for industrial and consumer
devices, with the core expertise in providing microelectronics solutions for satellite, cable and hybrid set-top boxes.

Being a part of Technopolis GS industrial area, GS Nanotech
is the unique back-end facility that mass-produces
in-house commercial microprocessors under SiP
(System-in-Package) technology, which aims to integrate
several electronic components in one module gaining
better performance, compact size and optimized cost.

SIP BASED PRODUCTS ADVANTAGES

•
•
•
•

Compact size of printed circuit board
Simplified PCB process development
High data security
Lower cost

GS Nanotech SiP Amber S2, the first microcircuit fully developed
at GS Nanotech under SiP Technology, is the core of modern satellite
HD receivers, which will be launched by the end of this year.

GS Lanthanum chip is the first Russian-made cryptoprocessor for
consumer electronics. Processor became the core of the digital
set-top box model GS U510 that GS Group holding brought to
market in August 2013.

A set of two digital HD set-top boxes, GS E501 and GS С591,
gives viewers access to different content on two TVs at the same
time, using only one smart card.

11 Industrialnaya Str., Gusev,
Kaliningrad region, Russia, 238051
Tel. +7 (40143) 3-68-01

Marketing and Business Development Department:
+7 (812) 332-8668
E-mail: office@gsnanotech.com
www.gsnanotech.com

advertisement

GS Nanotech has already successfully implemented its SiP solutions in a range of set-top boxes.
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Vsevolod Kolyubakin

Russian DTH-market
Russian DTH-market has to be described against the background of the overall situation
as in any other country. It depends on how much money shareholders are ready to invest
in the business; which satellites and how many of them operators are ready to buy and
manufacturers are ready to offer; how many channels can be provided in the spectrum
allocated to the service; what restrictions are imposed on the business by regulatory
authorities.

I

n Europe DTH-market appeared in the context of well-developed Terrestrial broadcasting and was able to attract customers
by unique sport content only. That is why Sky,
a British operator, was competing for exclusive sport rights. The operator made a good
profit having quite a small subscriber base.
American DBS-market appeared when
there were a lot of companies willing to work
at the market and many investors ready to
finance the business. At the same time there
was high competition, company acquisition
and trails. Less successful companies left
the market. Big investment gave its results:
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companies had their own special satellites
and a lot of high-rated content, and in fact
the market appeared in a clap.
Russian DTH-market was developing
under conditions which differ from both European and American. Firstly, geographically
it is impossible to take European or American
model to use it in Russia. In the USA there
are a few orbital slots (so called Full-CONUS
positions) allocated for DBS, and they make
it possible to cover the entire territory of the
country. In the beginning these positions
were the most popular and companies competed for them. Russia has a very vast territory

and it is impossible to cover it from one orbital
slot. So, either the service will not be for everyone, or the big investment will return in years.
Secondly, when DTH-industry started developing in Russia, people’s attitude to TV was
different. European and American television
audience had an access to more channels in
terrestrial and cable networks. The audience
understood that to watch something special
they have to pay. In Russia the situation was
completely different. People from former
Soviet Union got used to free TV. Terrestrial
TV provided four (or in most cases two) channels, but nobody could imagine that they had
to pay for them. To build the B2C market an
operator has to have money or have an opportunity to get the money as commercial
loans. In this case an operator can have an
offer with low income or even un-profitable;
and this can help to make a service affordable
for everyone. It was the way chosen by mobile
operators. Russian satellite operators did not
have such an opportunity. Besides, financially
reliable part of population lived in big cities
where it is difficult to compete with cable
TV. In small towns and in rural areas where
the demand for satellite TV should be high –
people could not afford to pay for the service.
And, finally, Russian industry was not able to
supply operators with satellites and it was
problematic to purchase them from foreign
operators. It influenced one more feature of
the Russian market: they use satellites which
are not always adapted for DTH-services.

Spectrum

At World Radiocommunication Conference
in 1997 (WRC-97) five orbital slots – 110E,
140E, 86E, 56E and 36E – were allocated to
Russia. All five slots included 69 channels in
BSS-band. Only two slots are extensively used
now – 36E and 56E.
The 36E orbital slot is the most popular
at the Russian DTH-market, and 16 frequency
channels in this position belong to Russian
operators. Other frequencies are coordi-
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nated by Eutelsat. Russian broadcasting
platforms use Russian frequencies (where
some transponders of Eutelsat 36A work) as
well as those belonged to Eutelsat (Eutelsat
36A and Eutelsat 36B satellites). RSCC and
Eutelsat broadcast on the basis of an agreement. When the life span of Eutelsat 36A
is over, both operators are planning to use
Eutelsat 36C//Express-АМU-1 in that position together.
The 56E orbital slot is used by two Russian DTH-platforms to broadcast to Siberia.
In this position Russian operators possess 16
frequency channels BSS used by Express-AT1
satellite launched in April.
Asia Broadcasting Satellite together with
the Intersputnik IOSC provided a few BSS-frequencies on ABS-2 satellite in 75E orbital slot
for Russian market. But now these frequencies
are not used for commercial services.
Russian broadcasting platforms use
FSS-frequencies on satellites on Russian and
foreign operators. This is ABS-2 (75E) which
was already mentioned, Intelsat-15 and
Horizon-1A (85E), Express-АМ5 (140E) and
Intelsat-904(60E).
In the 140E orbital slot Russia has 16 BSSfrequencies. Express-AT2 launched in April.
2014 to this position is operating in these
frequencies. But there is no broadcasting in
these frequencies.
Some orbital slots, for example, 90E, were
not planned to broadcast TV channels to
individual dishes. But it is possible to receive
a large number of TV channels distributed by
FTA, and of course it attracts viewers.

Russian DTH-platforms

It is not a trivial task to count a number of
Russian DTH-platforms. Today four key players are operating at the Russian DTH-market;
these are NTV Plus, Orion-Express, Raduga TV
and Tricolor TV. One more operator – Rikor TV
– slowed down its business activity but has
not announced about leaving DTH-business
yet. The situation with the sixth company is
as weird as with Rikor. For about two years
everyone has known that MTS is going to
organize its own DTH-service. We are even
aware of satellite resource contracted by
the company. But officially it has not been
announced yet.
The market seems to be oversaturated
and it really is. In the European part of the
country the subscribers are offered a very
wide choice. But geographical disbalance
takes place. In the eastern part of the country
there are less operators and their offers are
less variable. Express-AT1 will be able to save
the situation in Siberia, but in the Far East the
situation will remain the same. There is only
one operator there who provides the service.
But nobody has heard about any plans to use
BSS-capacity of Express-AT2.
Extensive development of Russian DTHmarket is coming to its end. Subscriber
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bases are growing fast because there are
non-covered regions especially in the eastern part of the country. But the sands are
running out. Besides, the chosen strategy
of selling several packages with a few channels is not efficient any more due to fierce
competition. As one of the top-managers
of Russian satellite platform says, “A viewer
stops buying channels by weight”. There are
new subscribers who find it economically
advantageous to buy “many channels at
a low price” and magic numbers work: a
slogan “150 channels in a package” looks
attractive. But TV viewers more and more
carefully form their requests and pay attention to the content. That is why operators
have to form different packages for different target groups.
Nowadays operators try to occupy all
space at the pay TV market. Premium class
operators launch cheap packages and even
announce free ones. Their competitors
who occupied a niche of cheap satellite TV
launched a package with popular and toprated films.
HD has become the most effective driver
of DTH development and ARPU increasing.
Any average viewer has known something
about television of high definition. If not, a
dealer and an installer can tell them about
it. And of course, there is no reason to buy a
subscription to Hollywood blockbusters or
the Superleague matches but save on HD.
That is why HD is a main formula for success
for Russian platforms.
More and more Russian platforms pay
attention to additional services. First of all it
is MultiRoom. This is a service which allows
to watch different programs on two screens
within one subscription. According to surveys, the vast majority of subscribers have
families and they often have a problem when
different family members want to watch different programs. This service was discussed
for ten years but this year it was provided.
The operators realize that in the nearest
future is will be important to cross a barrier
and start providing content not only for TV
screens but available from different gadgets
such as smartphones and tablet PCs. The operators are willing to provide this opportunity
to their subscribers. Nowadays all operators
are developing in this way. They face a lot of
problems, both technical and legal. Firstly,
it is necessary to develop and launch a new
line of receivers which support routing and
delivering content. Secondly, to broadcast
programs to gadgets even within one household will need to review agreements with
content suppliers.
It seems to be reasonable that Russian
DTH-operators might pay attention to satellite broadband access. Satellite TV subscriber
is a possible consumer of satellite internet
access. So, co-marketing of both services with
a discount must be an attractive way. There
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is only one DTH-operator who has seen this
opportunity.
And of course, all operators try to attract
the main driving force of Russian DTH-market
– satellite TV systems installers. These are
installers – companies and private entrepreneurs – who have the biggest share of sales.
As a rule, Russian DTH-operators do not have
their own sales net and installers, so they relay
on their partners. Hardly ever installers work
with one platform only; usually they install
everything that gives them profit. And a
customer more often buys what an installer
recommends (according to installers, two
times out of three). That is why an operator
does their best to catch installers and to
increase loyalty. Operators want installers
not only to sell subscribers’ equipment and
a subscription, but to sell the most expensive service. That is why all operators try to
involve and encourage installers. First of all,
this is a call-centre which transfers orders to
a local installer. As a rule, the more efficiently
an installer works together with an operator,
the more orders he has. Then there is a bonus
program. An installer gets bonus points depending on the number of subscription sold
and their prices. The bonus points can be
exchanged for more subscriptions and equipment. And one more way is when an operator
sells subscribers’ equipment to partners at a
fix producer price giving them an opportunity
to make money out of the margin. Together
with installers, operators take part in regional
advertising and PR campaigns.

Tricolor TV

The operator started working in a low price
segment and offered its subscribers free
packages which included ten most popular
TV channels. At that moment the offer was
in demand and the subscribers’ database
started rocketing. Today Tricolor TV is the biggest DTH-operator with 15 million subscribers. The main strategy of the company was to
attract as many subscribers as possible and
then, using special offers, to encourage them
to change for more expensive services. Today
there are more than 10 million subscribers
who use pay services of Tricolor. In 2012 the
operator launched HD-broadcasting and
today it has 4 million subscribers.
The company’s key method of working
with subscribers is to enlarge the number of
thematic TV packages. In 2013 – 2014 they
launched three new packages: Super Kino
HD (Cinema), Detsky (for children) and Nash
Footbol (Our football). In future they are
planning to increase the number of thematic
TV packages.
The operator broadcasts from Eutelsat
36A and Eutelsat 36B in 36E orbital slot.
They also contracted ten transponders on
Express-AT1 satellite in 56E orbital position
and are planning to provide the same service
in Siberia as they do in the European part
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of the country. They will differ in a few local
channels only.

Orion Express

Orion Express started operating in 2007. At
the very beginning they had to change their
space resource due to one of the Express
satellites breakdown. But afterwards all problems with the recourse were solved when the
operator managed to move Horizons 2 satellite to 85E orbital slot and to legalise its work
in Russia. The company contracts capacity in
140E orbital slot. The operator is competitive
as it covers almost 100% of the country.
The key project of Orion Express is Telekarta. During the year of 2013 the number of
subscribers doubled. The total number of all
subscribers is more than two million.
In 2014 Orion Express is the only Russian
DTH-operators launched its own service
providing satellite internet access. But it is
too early to discuss any results as the service
has just started working.

NTV Plus

This is the first Russian DTH-operator, it
started operating in 1996. NTV Plus television
services considered being premium class,
but since last year the operator started to
enter the low price segment and introduced
low tariffs. As a result they doubled their
subscriber database. However the operator’s
ARPU is still the highest at the market.
The main strategy of NTV Plus today is
pretty standard and the only possible: they
sell cheap packages to the customers and
then encourage them to change for more
expensive. The company introduced new
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tariff plans, distributed TV channels to packages more rationally and reorganized the
distribution net.
According to NTV Plus, the main advantage of the operator is the high quality of
content. After Russian DTH-market will be
allocated, it will be seen better.

Raduga TV

First of all the advantages of this operator depend on characteristics of ABS-1 satellite (or
ABS-2 since 2014) in 75E orbital slot. Almost
the entire territory of the country (except
easternmost and westernmost regions) is in
the coverage zone of the satellite. Besides,
Viasat, a market leader and a famous content
producer, is one of the owners of Raduga TV.
The operator was developing well, but in
the beginning of 2014 the situation became
ambiguous. Roskomnadzor raised a claim to
Raduga and interrupted their work. Roskomnadzor demanded Raduga to get a broadcasting licence but the operator considered it was
enough to have an operator’s one. Today after
a few trails Raduga got necessary licences and
the situation has stabilized.
Although there is enough spare capacity
on ABS-2 satellite, Raduga is the only operator who has not brought its HD-broadcasting
proposals to the market.

Rikor TV

Smart TV – this is how the operator calls its
service. The receiver software remembers
customers’ settings and allows customization of the content. The operator promotes a
number of interactive services as well and was
planning to launch VOD (Video-on-Demand).

But since the beginning of the year the activity of the operator has decreased. In January
a company representative told «Telesputnik»
magazine that the company wants to “think
over the market environment to realize its
place there”.
“Rikor” package is being broadcasting
from Intelsat-904 and the existing services are
offered at the information resources. However
professional installers do not discuss any aspects of “Rikor TV” operation at the internet
forums any more.

МТS

About two years ago we learnt that MTS
was planning to contract capacity of ABS-2
satellite. The company did not confirm or
denied the rumours. As ABS-2 was planned to
launch, there were more and more rumours.
In the spring of 2014 ABS-2 was successfully
launched, but MTS has not made any statements.
In the end of June a company named
Digital Broadcasting, which is affiliated to MTS
was actually awarded the licence by Roskomnadzor to broadcast from ABS-2. But MTS has
not got announced its plans yet.
Nowadays the Russian DTH-market has
enough recourses for further development.
Now it is necessary to attract new customers
and to increase loyalty with existing ones. The
content quality and additional services are
getting more and more important. Probably
the situation is similar to other markets – DHTindustry has approached the border and only
two or three key players will cross it. They will
share the market and start competing for
additional services and HD-content.
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Tricolor TV – a Leading
Russian Digital TV Operator
Russia is one of the world’s fastest growing pay TV markets. While off-the-air TV
services penetration accounted for 36% of the market in 2009, in 2014 these numbers
switched their ratio with off-the-air accounting for 63%. The merit to large extent
belongs to National Satellite Company that has been operating under Tricolor TV brand
since 2005. Elizaveta Kapralova, Chief Executive Officer at Tricolor TV, shares with
Telesputnik the strategy of one of Russia’s leading operators.

Good afternoon, Elizaveta.
How many subscribers do you
have?
As at the end of June, 2014
we had 14.86 million registered
subscribers. Due to this we are
ranking among such satellite
operators as DirecTV, Dish and
Sky. According to Informitv rating, Tricolor TV is the world's
fastest growing operator. In
January-June, 2014 we added
760 thousand new subscribers more than any other satellite TV
market player.

advertisement

Why is Tricolor TV so popular
in Russia?
Since the start Tricolor TV
has gained the reputation of a
reliable satellite TV operator. We
were the first to offer affordable
HD-multiplex TV in Russian market. In addition to standard definition channels, our base package includes 27 HD channels. We
also run 5 in-house premium HD
channels and a national soccer
HD channel. Russian HDTV market is very active at the moment,
and we offer good services.
And how would you describe the overall situation in
the national satellite TV market?
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Satellite TV is very popular in
Russia. The reason is very simple:
it was the USSR that launched
the first satellite, and we have an
efficient satellite infrastructure
that continues to develop. For
example, the launch of Russia's
new Express-AT1 satellite (56°
E) on 16 March, 2014, allowed
Tricolor TV to further improve its
performance in Siberia. However,
satellite broadcasting coverage is
quite uneven in Russia: from 29%
in the Far East to 71% in Southern
Russia and the Caucasus. And
we account for about 50% of the
entire pay TV market in this region. According to experts, such
demand is the result of complex
terrain and climate: it is much
easier to install a satellite dish
rather than lay cable lines to a
remote mountain village.
What satellites do you use
and do you need any additional
transponder facilities?
We use geostationary satellites at 36°E and 56°E. Among our
partners are Eutelsat and Russian
Satellite Communication Company. So far our rented transponder facilities have been sufficient,
yet it is important to understand
that Russia is rapidly upgrading to
HD format, which implies 3-4 fold
traffic capacity increase.
What innovations have
you introduced recently or are
planning to introduce in the
short term? Do you develop
nonlinear TV?
We follow closely all technology trends. Thus, with the latest
generation of receivers launched

in the market recently we have
been able to offer our multiroom
service. It is a very attractive offer for Russia where an average
household uses two TV sets. As
for nonlinear TV, we offer Tricolor
TV Cinema, a very popular service
that allows watching movies at
user-convenient hours. However,
the future definitely belongs to
hybrid technologies that allow
image transmission to stationary
TVs but also to tablets and smart
phones. So we are working proactively in this area as well.
Do you develop 3DTV and
Ultra HDTV broadcasting? When
can we expect Ultra HDTV in
Russia?
We were the first in Russia to
launch a test Ultra HD broadcasting session on 27 June, 2013,
so within one or two years we
will have all necessary facilities
for launching the first Ultra HD
channels. However, the major
problem consists in the lack of 4K
content and high 4K TV set prices.
We regularly communicate with
our partners: LG Electronics, Ericcson and Russian Bridge Media
holding. We believe that Ultra
HD offers great opportunities,
by contrast with 3DTV, which
much less popular according to
our experience. Domestic 3DTV
content producers and distributors suffered serious losses and
virtually had to withdraw from
the competition. 3D technology is popular in movie theaters
and various 3D-mapping urban
shows, yet in TV market, at least
domestic, 3D technologies obviously did not perform well.

What are your strategic
plans for the future?
We operate a brand that
is very popular in Russia. Our
key task today consists in further brand promotion based on
subscriber portfolio development and launching new offers,
services and solutions that will
significantly improve our margin. Our special focuses include
Tricolor TV-Siberia project and
our SuperMovie HD premium
package. We are developing
super-advanced TV services.
Russia has always been known
for its high engineering potential.
By 2018, when Russia hosts FIFA
World Cup, our country will be a
stakeholder in the digital and TV
solutions market.
What TV content is the most
popular in Russia?
Russian tastes do not differ
much from the rest of civilized
world: the preferences here also
include high budget movies,
sports, prime-time shows and
top series are also popular. So
one of our key tasks consists in
providing access not only to domestic TV channels, but also to
the entire abundance of the international TV culture. Thus, our
packages include, for example,
FOX, Cartoon Network, France 24,
Deutsche Welle, ZEE TV Russia
and MTV channels. Recently we
signed direct contracts with such
major Hollywood studios as Walt
Disney Company, MGM, Warner
Bros., and Paramount Pictures.
Russia is open to the entire world
for mutually successful business
partnership.
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Russian Satellite
Communications
Market
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Vsevolod Kolybakin

section’s partner 

Russian satellite market has to be described as a part of the international market.
Foreign operators are working at the Russian market effectively, but as for Russian ones,
they patiently reach out to the international market. Russia is a vast and perspective
market for foreign satellite operators and satellite technologies developers. Russian
satellite operators cannot count on business success without satellites of high quality,
but the quality of all their satellites (including Russian ones) depends on import of
components.

F

or a long time Russian satellite operators
suffered a shortage of satellite capacity.
Under such circumstances it was impossible to think seriously about operating beyond the domestic market. But the operators
using those small recourses rendered their
services in potential regions and made the
first contracts.
Of course, the operators have been
working on developing their orbital groups.
They were very ambitious in their plans,
but they failed due to delays with satellite
manufacturing and regular accidents during
launching. Anyway during last two years
Russian operators managed to increase their
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capacity. The plans are still ambitious: both
Russian Satellite Communications Company
and Gazprom Space Systems intend to become global operators and cover almost
the whole earth surface from their satellites.

Russian Satellite Communications
Company

This is a state operator so they meet the
important state tasks, for example, on delivering federal TV& Radio packages to regions of
Russia. The company pays serious attention
to implementing projects in Russia, but as it
was already said the company is expanding
outside the territory of the country.

The company was planning to launch
7 satellites to their orbital slots in 20132015. The crashes of Proton launch vehicles
changed the schedule. Three satellites were
successfully launched to the orbital slots.
One was lost during the launching process.
Launch of other satellites was delayed.
Two satellites out of three – Express-АТ1
and Express-АТ2 – provide DTH services in the
country. The third one – Express-АМ5, 140E
– is multipurpose. Besides, it is the first Russian HTS (High throughput satellite). At the
Russian market it is used to arrange backbone
channels and to deliver digital TV& Radio
packages. It has also large Ku-band capacity
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and this fact allows to start interactive services network construction in the Far East. The
operator will offer the Express-AM5’s steerable beam at the Southeast Asian markets.
The launch of a similar satellite – ExpressАМ6 to 53E – is scheduled for 2014, however
it will be put into operation in 2015. This satellite (as well as Express-АМ5) is launched to
geostationary earth orbit with an electric propulsion system in a period of a few months.
Express-АМ6 has Ka-band capacity covering
all western regions of Russia. Ku- and С-band
capacity will be used for television broadcasting and corporate networks. The beam of this
satellite covers Africa which is now one of the
most prospective markets. RSCC is planning
to operate at this market and to offer turn-key
solutions for television broadcasting, VSATnetworks, telemedicine, and backhaul for
GSM-network. So, RSCC encourages Russian
service providers to enter the African market
together with them.
The following satellites to launch are
Express-АМ7, 40E and Express-АМ8, 14W.
Both satellites will have wide beams with
high EIRP covering African continent.
Express-АМ7 will have an Indian beam as
well. RSCC’s partner at capacity marketing
is the Intersputnik IOSC which status as an
international company allows to work more
efficiently with local television companies
and find partners at such complex markets
as Indian, for example.

Gazprom Space Systems

At the international market GSS sells 20% of
the capacity, but it provides a wide variety
of services at the Russian market. At the
international market it appears as an owner
of satellite capacity only and cooperates with
local service providers.
GSS orders and launches new satellites
and as well as RSCC suffers losses due to the
main two difficulties at the Russian market –
slow delivery of satellites and satellite launch
crashes.
Nowadays the operator possesses a few
satellites.
Yamal-202, 49W was launched in 2003,
and it has no spare capacity. They will operate till 2016.

Yamal-300К

Yamal-300К satellite is a middle-size spacecraft, its payload power is 5.6 kW, its life
span is 14 years. The satellite is fitted with
a combined payload, including eight Cband 72 MHz transponders and eighteen
Ku-band 72 MHz transponders. So, the total
Yamal-300K capacity is 52 equivalent 36 MHz
transponders. As this satellite has to operate
in a GSS hot orbital slot, two its beams (С- and
Ku-band) have more or less the same coverage area as Yamal-201: the visible territory of
Russia and near-by countries.
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After Yamal-401 satellite launch to the
90E orbital position Yamal-300K satellite will
be moved to the 183E orbital position. From
this slot it will be able to cover the eastern
part of the country and provide transpacific
bandwidth.

Yamal-402

Yamal-402 is a large-sized satellite. The payload power of this satellite is more than 10
kW, its life span is 15 years. There are twelve
and sixteen standard Ku-band 72 MHz and
54 MHz transponders respectively and eighteen planned Ku-band 36 MHz transponders
installed on the satellite. So, the total satellite
capacity is 46 transponders or 66 equivalent
36 MHz transponders.
Besides Russian С- and Ku-band beams,
the satellite has European and African beams.
About 30% of GSS resources are sold on the
foreign markets. As Dmitry Sevastiyanov, Director General, said, this share will not change
in spite of new satellite appearance.
To develop at the international market
it is important to keep a close watch on the
most perspective markets. Today one of
these markets is Africa. There is a possibility
of interbeam connection between Africa
and Europe.
In 2014 GSS is going to launch one more
satellite, Yamal-401. It will be in the 90E
orbital positions as there is no doubt that
Yamal-300К capacity is not enough in one
of the most demanded Russian slots and the
problem of deficit will arise again. Yamal-401,
a large-sized satellite, has to help to avoid this
problem. Satellite combined payload consists
of seventeen standard C-band 72 MHz, eighteen standard Ku-band 72 MHz and eighteen
«planned» Ku-band 36 MHz transponders.
So, the total Yamal-401 satellite capacity will
be 53 transponders or 88 equivalent 36 MHz
transponders.
One more market which seems to be
prospective for Gazprom Space Systems is
South-East Asia. The operator covered this
region by means of Yamal-202 satellite.
After Yamal-401 satellite launch to the 90°E
orbital position Yamal-300K satellite will be
moved to the 183E orbital position. From
this position it will be able to cover the
Far East (Russia), and provide transpacific
bandwidth. Besides, the operator will be
able to expand their presence in the market
of Southeast Asia.
After all planned satellites are launched
and put into operation Gazprom Space
Systems will have 184 equivalent 36 MHz
transponders. If we speak about the whole
capacity resource, 660 MHz will be used by
Gazprom group companies. According to
the forecast, television broadcasting will take
1920 MHz, the government institutions will
use 600 MHz, and the rest 3440 MHz will be
used by commercial service providers.
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Since Yamal-100 satellite was put into operation in the beginning of 2000, 90E orbital
slot has become one of the top-priority slots
at the Russian market (or a “hot” orbital slot).
So, it is important to increase capacity in this
slot, and to do it the operator is planning to
launch Yamal-401 satellite. Now they are going to put it out to tender.
On December, 25th, 2013, the board of
the company approved a development plan
till 2020. According to the plan, Yamal-401
is planned to launch in 2014, Yamal-601 – in
2016, and Yamal-500 – in 2018.
Yamal-401 will be launched to 90E orbital
slot to replace Yamal-201 and Yamal-300К
satellites which are operating their. The Yamal-401 platform was developed by the JSC
Academician M.F. Reshetnev “Information
Satellite Systems”, the payload power was
manufactured by GSS specialist with Thales
Alenia Space components.
After Yamal-401 satellite launch to the
orbital position, Yamal-300K satellite will be
moved to the 183E orbital position to work
in a Pacific region. It will have classical pacific
coverage zone.
Yamal-601 is planned to launch in 49E in
2016 where it will replace Yamal-202.
As it was already said, Gazprom Space
Systems suffered losses due to slow delivery of satellites. This is the reason why the
company intends to launch satellite manufacturing to control the process totally. The
factory will be located on the territory of
the company in Schelkovo, (Moscow region) and start operating in 2018. GSS has
a preliminary plan to assemble Yamal-500
satellite which is planned to launch in 2018
at their own factory. In this case it will be
assembled from delivered components, not
produced ones, but in future the proportion
of their own developments will be rising.

Market and Law Restrictions

Recently the Ministry of Communications and
Mass Media of the Russian Federation has
taken a decision to do everything possible
that RSCC to increase their profit.
At the government session on June,
24th Nikolai Nikiforov, the Minister of
Communications and Mass Media made a
review of Russian satellites communication
industry.
First of all he mentioned the unreliability of satellites. The minister said that
the problems appeared when the Ministry of Communications and Mass Media
(represented by RSCC) started launching
satellites to replace the old ones. Nikolai
Nikiforov even said that it was “the biggest
contemporary Russian satellite project”.
That can be true as RSCC planned to launch
7 satellites within the period of two years,
and the overall budget of the program was
7 billion euro. It should come as no surprise
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that problems and breakdowns arose during such an ambitious program.
In the report the minister mentioned
Proton launch vehicle crashes when RCSS
lost three satellites – Express-АМ4, ExpressМD2 and Express-АМ4R. All three accidents
happened at the same time with delays in
production of satellites and made matters
worse. The Minister thinks that reorganization of Russian space industry and especially the formation of The United Rocket
and Space Corporation can help to solve
the problem.
The Ministry sets two main aims in the
sphere of satellite communication. The first
one is to decrease the number of foreign
components in Russian satellites. Nowadays
Russian operators depend greatly on foreign
manufacturers. According to the Minister,
there are 80-90% of foreign components in
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payload capacity and up to 30-40% – in satellite platforms. The second aim is to become
one of the five international market leaders
in the sphere of satellite communication
services and broadcasting.
According to the results of 2013, RSCC
is the ninth in the world among companies
with the biggest total income, and Gazprom
Space Systems is the twenty first. Both companies together occupy 71% of the Russian
market and 3% of the international market.
To increase the market share of Russian
operators at the international market first of
all it is important to provide them with reliable space segment. It is necessary to ensure
on time delivery of satellites, ensure successful launches and trouble-free operation
during the life span – not less than 15 years.
Under these circumstances the Minister
is sure that it is important to move to a so

called life cycle contract. Within the contract
a supplier is financially responsible to an
operator for loss of profit due to delay in
delivery or a satellite breakdown. In this case
the benefit of URSC is obvious as the United
Corporation will be able to act as guarantor
and to take the responsibility. Therefore
the contractor is financially responsible for
delays in production of satellites and failed
launches of satellites or their life span decreasing. The Minister is sure that this modal
will change dramatically the quality of Russian satellites within 5 or 7 years.
Today the project financial scheme is
based on multiple cross-subsidization. On
the one hand, these are subsidies of Rossvyaz for satellite manufacturing and the
rockets bought at below-market price within
the Russian Federal space program. On the
other hand, these are low and stiff tariffs on
communication services for governmental
users. This financial scheme caused delays
in production of satellites and no insurance
in case of some failed launches.
However to develop the space segment
without governmental subsidizing, the
company will have to raise money themselves. The company will have to discharge
of liabilities and guarantee a debt with its
title to assets. Nowadays the company has
a status of a Federal State Unitary Enterprise,
and a FSUE cannot be an owner of assets.
The state is the owner that passes assets
under management of FSUE. That is why it is
necessary to fund RCSS to allow it to operate
well at the public debt market. The Ministry
of Communications is ready to work out a
funding proposal but Government instructions are needed. The Minister addressed the
government with a request to offer him such
instructions. In this case the government will
have 100% of assets and RCSS will remain in
the list of strategic enterprise of the country.
It is necessary to say that in the last year
satellite communication has come “out of
the shade of LTE” and drawn the Minister’s
attention. Since recently the Ministry of Communications of Russia has paid their attention
to satellite technologies and to projects that
allow to overcome the digital divide. At the
same time the Ministry pays attention to
foreign operates at the Russian market and
estimates their efficiency. They think about
possibility to integrate Russian and international satellite communications industry. The
most important and current issue is satellite
manufacturing in Russia. joint venture – RSC
Energia with Airbus – is ready to start working.
The current issue at the Russian satellite
capacity market over the whole period of
its existence has been an access to Russian
market for foreign operators. This year the
Ministry representatives have said that the
procedure of the access will become less complicated. On April, 16th the State Commission
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on Radio Frequencies extended the agreement about simplified procedure of Russian
providers’ access to foreign satellites for one
more year. According to this procedure VSAToperators do not need a special decision on
access to Intelsat satellites in the 60E, 66E
and 85E orbital positions; on GE-23 satellite
(172E) and on ABS-1 (ABS-2) satellite (75E).
The agreement of the SCRF had to continue
until March, 2014. The new one will allow to
work in this way until April, 2015.
However there is an opinion that the simplified procedure of foreign operators’ access
is a temporary arrangement for a period of
satellite capacity deficit at the Russian market.
When new satellites are launched and a few
more are ready to be launched, the problem
of deficit does not arise any more, and the
procedure can be changed.
But not all interested key players agree.
For example, Igor Kot, Deputy Director General, Gazprom Space Systems, says that the
operator from a particular country will have
advantages at the domestic market as they
know the market better. If a company offers
a kind of services of good quality there is no
need to deny access to the market for foreign
competitors. GSS management follows their
experience and confirms that the operator
can work under any conditions.

Satellites for DTH

Satellite TV is the most profitable and most
attractive industry sector. Nowadays in Russia
DTH is one of the sunrise industries.
The main broadcasting position in Russia is 36E. Two platforms are operating there
including the biggest one in Russia (and since
recently in Europe). In this orbital position
two operators – RSCC and Eutelsat – use the
frequency resource together. RSCC owns
six frequencies in 36E, and according to the
agreement between RSCC and Eutelsat, Eutelsat 36A (W4) satellite is operating there. Due
to the same agreement it has to work until the
end of the satellite operational lifespan which
was prolonged till 2017. In 2015 Eutelsat 36A
satellite will be replaced by a heavy-class
Express-АМU1 satellite.
In March Express-АТ1 satellite was
launched to another orbital slot – 56E. Using
this satellite capacity two Russian platforms
– Tricolor TV and NTV plus – are performing
broadcasting to Siberia.
A new satellite ABS-2 is operating in 75E
orbital slot where it replaced ABS-1. ABS-2
can be used at the Russian market for both
communication and TV broadcasting. MTS
has already been licensed for the broadcasting frequencies, but the operator has not
announced their plans yet.
SES Astra is promoting Astra 5B satellite’s
opportunities at the Russian market. This satellite was launched to 31.5E orbital position.
The satellite provides two beams: a wide Ku-
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band beam covers the territory of Russia as
far as Novosibirsk where the elevation angle
is 10 degrees; a high power beam covers the
European part of the country.
40 BSS-transponders of Astra 5B can be
used for both direct broadcasting and to deliver the signal to head-end stations of cable
networks. An antenna with two LNBs can
easily receive channels from two orbital slots:
36E and 31,5E. In SES they consider this fact
to be one more reason to attract TV channels
to their satellite: the popularity of a position
can influence its neighbour.
About a year ago one more orbital position – 85E – became very important at the
direct broadcasting satellite market. There
are two satellites in this position: Intelsat-15
with a high-power Russian beam and Horizons 2, which was moved to this position to
operate in Russia. Orion-Express broadcasts
from this slot and they seem to have enough
capacity. Intelsat is operating well at the Russian market, and its business is progressing
even faster than it was expected. There is no
capacity shortage in 85E orbital slot, and the
company is not planning to develop in the
nearest future. As there is a lot of capacity,
the service operator – Orion-Express – starts
to promote a new service: satellite internet
access. This is the first Russian project where
there is an opportunity to test the efficiency
of DTH service and duplex satellite broadband access co-marketing.
One more satellite delivering DTH-packages – Express-АМ3 – is set in 140E orbital
slot. It delivers DTH-packages to the Far East.
Basically, this satellite is not a specialized one
for direct broadcasting. However its EIRP provides an opportunity of receiving channels to
90cm antennas. In March a specialized DTH
satellite – Express-АТ2 – was launched to
this position. But there is no operator who is
willing to use it.

Russian Satellite Broadband Access

The VSAT Russian market and satellite broadband have been talked about for over 15
years. And many companies have been operating at this market successfully. However
it is necessary to say that until recently all
the companies have worked in a corporate
sector. The corporate sector (together with
a governmental one) has been the most attractive in Russian VSAT-industry.
But over five years some companies have
been launching VSAT-technology at the B2C
market. Apparently we will be able to say
that the VSAT-market has appeared in the
end of the year or in the beginning of the
next year only.
Of course, even ten years ago anyone
could install a satellite dish to their country
house and have the internet access. But it was
very expensive. Not many people could afford
it due to the price. Eventually more people

can afford it nowadays thanks to operators
who tried to promote the service. Anyway, it
was not for majority. Any marketing ploy of
an operator failed due to a lack of the satellite
capacity, and therefore a high price. Or there
was no capacity at all. With launch of two
Yamal satellites in the end of 2012 the service
became more or less affordable. Operators
of satellite capacity and service providers
started to sell Russian Ka-Sat beams capacity and gained an experience of operating
in a Ка-band.
This service will become more popular
and the market will become larger after two
satellites – Express-АМ5, 140E, and ExpressАМ6, 53E – are launched and service providers start working using Ka-band satellite
capacity. The first one has already started
operating and the second one is expected to
start operating in spring of 2015.
The satellite was put into operation in
April, but the commercial services will start
not earlier than in the end of the year or at
least October. RSCC estimated the possibility
of a failure as very high and did not start network construction in order not to take the risk
involving big sums of money. As a basic technology they chose Hughes’s Jupiter platform.
One of the main reasons which influences
the choice is that the most popular networks
of satellite broadband in the USA and Latin
America are operating at the Hughes platform. Today tests are being performed, operation modes are being tested, characteristics of
channels and facilities are being checked. The
bit rate in downlink and uplink channels are
being defined. Theoretically a client can have
the rate up to 2 МB/s in a uplink channel, but
in а downlink channel the rate is unlimited.
In fact the speed depends on the tariff plan
offered by service providers.
The operator of these satellites is RSCC
and they are not going to enter В2С market.
RSCC being an operator of the ExpressАМ5 satellite provides the capacity to four
or maximum five VNOs (Virtual Network
Operators). According to RSCC, four VNOs is
an optimum, they make competition possible
and do not make a mess. In fact there are four
operators today who work in the Ка-band of
RSCC: AltegroSky, HeliosNet, Raduga Internet
and StarBlazer. They are well-known players of
at the satellite broadband market. Every VNO
has to occupy not less than 20% of capacity
in every beam. The end price of the traffic will
be announced later. RSCC has pre-announced
a price of $1000 for 1 MB/s.
The Russian market has the same trends
as any other market. TV broadcasting has
a dominant share and this share is getting
bigger. Russian operators providing beams
to cover the most perspective markets both
in Russia and abroad try to take into account
all development trends and to allow a satellite
to support any application.
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International Affairs
of a Russian Operator
Interview with Dmitriy Sevastiyanov, Director General, Gazprom Space Systems
Gazprom Space Systems (GSS), a
Russian satellite operator, was recognized at the international market
10 years ago when Yamal-202 satellite started operating. How is the
company’s international business
going now?
That is right that our company
entered an international orbit together
with Yamal-202. The satellite had a
semi-global beam in C-band which is
able to cover Europe, Middle East and
Southeast Asia. In ten years GSS learnt
new markets, won respect and formed
its customer base. Until recently it was
Yamal-202 which generated the main
revenue of GSS at the international
market. In the end of 2012 we launched
Yamal-402, the most powerful satellite;
40% of its capacity are concentrated in
the beams of Ku-band covering vast
territories beyond Russia. For example,
Africa is an additional region among
them. The company made it clear that
it was interested in all territories of the
Eastern hemisphere.
What is your business strategy at
new markets?
Both Middle East and Africa are
very competitive markets where there is a
plenty of satellites of global and regional
operators. For example, eighteen satellite
operators provide their capacity in Western
Asia. The region is still demonstrating high
growth. Satellite services are demanded by
pay TV operators, corporate sector (oil and
gas sector first of all) and the government.
Mobile operators need satellite backbone
channels. Broadband internet access is getting more popular.
African market is more complex. When
entering markets with capital shortage, low
paying capacity and a lack of qualified staff, it
is more efficient to provide complex and cost
effective turn-key solutions instead of satellite
capacity. A satellite operator is able to do it
together with professional service providers
and system integrators who have operation
experience at these markets.
That is why we count on our loyal partners and clients and we are opened to new
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Mediterranean Sea. Among our service
providers there are Globecomm Europe,
ICCES (Saudi Arabia) and Cobbett Hill
(England).
The most popular direction is channels
from Europe to Africa. The most popular
service here is the internet access for remote regions of Africa.
The Southern (African) beam is in great
demand. Telemedia (Johannesburg, RSA)
has placed two platforms of African TV
channels on Yamal-402 satellite. Besides,
this satellite’s capacity is used for satellite
news gathering from sport contests.
Recently GSS and ISAT Africa signed
a contract. According to it the African
company will use capacity in the Southern
beam of Yamal-402 to provide a communication network in The Democratic
Republic of the Congo and other countries
of Central Africa.
Sat Space Africa (Namibia) is a wellknown provider of reliable and economically sound Internet access services. For
the last year it doubled the capacity which
it used on Yamal-402.

proposals and contacts as well. GSS is trying
to build supporting environment for its consumers and is ready to share business risks
with them.
Besides, at the international markets GSS
provides capacity of high quality. Yamal-402 is
a modern and reliable satellite manufactured
by Thales Alenia Space. It covers African
continent, Middle East and Europe; it has
interbeam connection between Europe and
Africa. There is also a steerable beam which
covers African and Southeast Asia and can be
connected to Europe.
Could you please give any examples of
GSS successful results at the international
market?
After a year and half of operation Yamal-402 has doubled our customer base.
Providers who are operating in the European beam provide their services to big
oil and gas companies in Middle East and
provide communication with sea crafts in the

What new will GSS be able to offer
the international market in the nearest
future?
After Yamal-401 satellite launch to the
90°E orbital position Yamal-300K satellite
will be moved to a different orbital position further to the east. Yamal-401 will be
forwarded the services of Yamal-300K and
from its new position the latter will be able to
cover the Far East of Russia, the northern part
of Chine, Korea, Japan and northern part of
the Pacific ocean to Alaska. A steerable beam
of Yamal-300K will be directed to Australia or
to another region of Southeastern Asia. The
northern part of the Pacific Ocean is a heavy
traffic region, so companies providing telecommunication services for ocean carriers
are interested in Yamal-300K.
Gazprom – our major shareholder – is
paying its attention to the East. China and
other countries of Asia-Pacific Region are
its priority area. Our interests of going east
coincide.
Interview was taken by Vsevolod Kolyubakin
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From Pirated Products Viewing
to Legal ОТТ-Services
It was just several years ago that pirate video viewing in Russia had in practice no other
alternative. Viewers chose between file hosting networks, downloads from torrent
trackers or poor quality pirate streaming broadcast. No to forget also that the most CD
and DVDs distributed in Russia were pirated as well.

V

ideo-on-demand services launched
by pay TV operators had nothing to
oppose. Copyright holders insisted
on startup fee, blockbusters did not pay out
and services provided by the operators were
very much a tick-box approach as viewers
were offered category-B foreign movies or
old soviet films or animations being subject
of continuing copyright disputes on whether
they belong to people or to the private
companies as soviet motion studios legal
successors. That’s exactly why the operators
found it easier to establish a file hosting network within the network to let users to post
unlimited any pirate films, music and even
software. Content abundance within the net-

work served the competitive advantage and
was used to attract subscribers. Moreover,
some broadband access network operators
managed to make money in pirate activity
proposing special more expensive tariffs to
subscribers for torrent trackers use. Internet
video services (e.g., rutube developed in
2006 and intended as Russian analogue to
youtube) hosted the user generated content
mainly, did not spend money for delivery and
were satisfied with poor quality.

Independent Internet Services and
AVOD Model

New development stage for Internet video
services was marked with the first legal

OTT players in Russia

Independent VOD services:
IVI, Play (Okko), TVzavr, Megogo,
Tvigle, Zoomby, …

Federal TV channels
and mediaholdings:
STS Media (Videomore, Domashniy.ru),
Gazprom Media (NOW.ru, Rutube,
NTV.ru, ntvplus.tv, tnt-online.ru)
VGTRK (Rutv.ru, Sportbox.ru, vesti.ru)
…

Pay TV operators:
MTS (Stream TV), Megafon (Trava,
Smotri+, megafon.tv), Rostelecom
(Zabava), Beeline (corbina.tv) …
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Aggregators and social networks:
Vk, odnoklassniky, Afisha mail.ru,
Yandex video, Imhonet

Pay TV channels:
Amediateka, Viaplay, TVRain
…

OTT independent Pay TV
operators:
Divan TV, Nemo TV, …

video services. Definitely, the wired broadband access network developed in big
cities served as precondition. It became
technically possible to watch stream video
of relative acceptable quality with the bit
rate of 500 kbps on computer screen. One
of the pathbreaking independent video
services was Tvigle launched in 2007 that
hosted both foreign and Russian videos
and developed its own content as well.
For the first time the Russian viewers were
offered the format of short series filmed
specifically for Internet. Monetization was
arranged according to the advertising
model and was rather successful. The service became self sufficient in a few years
of operation.
The TVzavr service appeared in 2010.
The video service operated in some other
way buying the filmed video but along with
the flash video, that was standard for that
period, the service developed its own video
players and optimized delivery process.
The Zoomby video service was also
launched in 2010 being the one that
managed to agree with TV channels upon
“catch-up” T V broadcasting. It was rumoured that the agreement was due to the
company management personal relations,
but in fact Russian TV channels had become
really interested in Internet broadcasting
options by that time and started to host
video at their portals.
Finally, 2010 witnessed the start of
the ivi service being the most ambitious
of independent Internet video services.
Its management decided to develop the
Internet cinema offering full length movies
and to invest in movie purchase for Internet
broadcasting. As a result, the copyright
holders got interested in this market and
increased prices. At the same time the
viewers at last discovered the legal Internet
video services available.
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Online VOD income shares, 2013 (iKS-Consulting)

Now TVzavr the other
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End user devices for online VOD, 2013 (iKS-Consulting)
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Zoomby
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13%

WEB
55%

Play
16%

Tvigle
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Except the above-described the Ukrainian Megogo service should also be mentioned among relatively big independent
players operating under the advertising
model. The service purchases video content for broadcasting in CIS countries and
is available in Russia. It is interesting that
Russian share of Megogo market is more
profitable than the Ukrainian one.
All services abovementioned are still in
successful operation and earn mainly according to the advertising model (though
ivi service has launched ivi+ service hosting
paid content its active development is just
in process now). The video services-aggregator appeared that incorporate players of
the above video services into their portals.
These are Afisha mail ru, vkontakte social
network and Imhonet recommendatory
service that should be mentioned among
them.
The advertising to Internet video services is sold by several key sellers , and first
of all by Gazprom-Media Digital and Vi. The
average broadcasting cost amounts up to
$20 CPM, the income is normally shared in
such a way that video service itself earns
less than a half.
The Internet video services operating according to the advertising model
face serious restrictions. Purchase of the
interesting content can be justified either
through extensive advertising hosting that
would result in viewers’ dissatisfaction who
could take pirates’ side again, or increase of
the advertising cost that is hardly to be arranged as still no metrics are provided for in
Russia for the key advertisers to plan TV and
Internet advertising campaigns in parallel.
The targeted advertising is not yet in big
demand either. Thus, even the biggest and
well known services covering practically all
potential viewers have rather limited possibilities to increase advertising income.
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Although 75% of Russian video services
income is formed by advertising income
(according to Json & Partners information
for July 2014) and number of advertising
video viewings is constantly increasing (by
11% in the first half of 2014 as compared to
the same period of 2013, ref. Comcast data)
all the analysts have forecast the intensive
development of other monetization mod-

Average viewing of video
in internet in Russia is 24,5
hours/month*user
els in the nearest future. However, a new
law on prohibition of advertising hosting
on pay TV channels adopted in July 2014
in Russia may possibly lead to transfer of
the small advertisers from thematic TV to
Internet portals and to growth of video
advertising cost.

Pay VOD in Internet

The most successful Russian pay VOD
Play service was launched in 2011. At first
nobody believed that viewers would pay for
viewing and that the service would recover
the expenses but commitment for quality
and SMART TV appeared to be successful
and the service reached self sufficiency. This
player has 70% of income from pay online
cinemas amounting to RUR 259 million (IKS)
as at the year-end 2013. Play is renamed
Okko in July 2014.
Competitors in pay video broadcasting are Viaplay, Omlet (now Stream), Аyyо,
Аmediateka, ivi+, Now.ru, but to the exclusion of ivi+ the projects above are not the
independent companies with earnings
depending on the selected business model
success rate. For instance, Now.ru service is

the project of popular federal TNT TV channel and Stream service is owned by МТS.
Amediateka service is, perhaps, the
most interesting and ambitious project
among the abovementioned. Amedia
company has entered into agreement
with HBO and purchases the most recent
American series both for broadcasting on
its pay Amedia Premium TV channel and
for hosting in Internet. The ОТТ-project is
actively advertised and confronts piracy
due to fast acquisition of new series and
excellent video quality.
Growth of viewings on closed platforms
such as SMART TV, iPhones and pads contributes to successful competition with
piracy.
According to IKS-Consulting data the
income from pay services provided by
online cinemas increased 4,5 times in 2013
and amounted to RUR 0.36 milliard.

Partner Programs for Pay TV Operators

Internet video services not only offer their
video content to other platforms but also
cooperate with pay T V operators thus
extending operators’ capacities in VOD
service. Cooperation could be arranged
under the advertising income share pattern
or could be based on the pay model.
For instance, 50% of Tvigle viewings are
generated by partners-platforms.
It should be mentioned that there are
special purpose third party VOD services for
pay TV operators: e.g., Vidimax proposing
partner programs to IPTV operators where
VOD service is supplied together with a settop box as an Internet service. This type of
services is favorable for small operators. Key
operators have recently started to launch
VOD services in cooperation with partners,
which are not Internet services but major
copyright holders for premium content. For
instance, Rostelecom subscribers are of-
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Ad revenues (AVOD) 2012 -2013, milliard rubles
(iKS consulting)
fered an option to subscribe separately for
Amediateka (Amedia) and Viaplay (Viasat)
Internet services within the operator’s VOD.

Operator ОТT-Services

Almost all pay TV operators having launched
their own Internet services have developed
the independent services not related to those
offered to subscribers. In other words, the most
operator OTT-services are not the multiscreen
services but rather comprehensive free or
pay ОТТ-services intended for anyone who
wish. Furthermore, the ОТТ-solutions are
developed independently from the principal
operator activity on provision the pay TV
within its network. Recently the operators
have declared their intention to develop
unified technological platforms for any
services, including ОТТ, mobile and pay TV,
but no progress has been observed up to
now.
Options of operator services development are various. For instance, Yakut IPTV
operator provides for free broadcasting
of TV channels about Yakutia in Internet.
Unfortunately, this operator decided not
to invest into the channels delivery to users
from other regions of Russia, as a results
the channels are practically impossible to
be accessed. NTV Plus satellite operator
has launched pay Internet broadcasting
of football matches for all Internet users.
The operator subscribers are granted a
discount. Several years ago ntvplus.tv were
created with some TV channels broadcasting as addition to single football matches.
Beeline operator has started up ОТТ- service for some TV channels broadcasting to
mobile devices, but for its subscribers only.
Both Megafon and Rostelecom provide for
VOD service and TV channels delivery for
all who wish.
Contribution of major pay TV operators to Internet video services has positive
impact on copyright holders’ position in
relation to these services. Thus, Rostelecom
has managed to agree on timeshift service
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SVOD and TVOD revenues, milliard rubles
(iKS consulting)

with many TV channels – with about 80 TV
channels of 200 ones being broadcasted
in Internet within Zabava TV project. This
would not be possible for any small operator or for an independent Internet service. It
should be noted that the pay TV operators
host mainly TV broadcasting in Internet
though VOD services are available as well.
The monetization model used is a classical
subscription model mainly.

TV Channel Services

2013

Practically all TV channels try to host their
content in Internet, including both TV
shows and online broadcasting, which
is less frequently. Content of federal TV
channels such as Russia-1, Pervyi, NTV, STS,
etc., enjoy the most popularity.
The main challenge for FTA channels
is the absence of rights for open Internet
broadcasting for some movies and sport
events. This results in free pirate broadcast-

ing of the content with no trouble, while
the legal services try to reach agreement.

Time to Experiment

According to analysts Russian ОТТ-service
market is experiencing more intensive
growth than the world one. Technologies
including Russian ОТ Т-platforms, own
CDN solutions, Russian transcoders, media
players etc., are developed concurrently.
Key market players such as pay TV operators
and main TV channels often opt for readyto-use platforms of foreign origin. At
the same time the market players are
constantly testing various options of
services and business models. Obviously,
the ОТТ-projects are mainly unprofitable
meanwhile, and only a few of them would
be commercially successful. Expectations
lie with the device applications, non-linear
TV services, hybrid services (ОТТ and DVBT2) and premium content.

Do you take part in OTT projects
in Russia?
Send us your news!
olga@telesputnik.ru
ozhernakova@gmail.com
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TV Broadcasting in Russia
A lot of global television companies have long ago tapped the Russian media market
where they are developing with various success rate.. Each of them has different
marketing goals and strategies, and their business in Russia is arranged in different
ways. Nevertheless, all of them are subject to common requirements of the local
legislation.
To Register a Russian TV Channel

All TV channels broadcasted in the Russian
Federation are Russian channels from the
legal point of view. According to the legislation, their broadcasting is performed by legal
entities or individuals – so-called residents
– registered in the country. Minimum 51%
of the share capital of a company which
establishes a TV channel shall be owned by
a Russian resident.
Registration of a legal entity shall be performed in compliance with a standard procedure adopted in the country. Depending on
whether a fully Russian company or a branch
of a foreign company is to be registered, the
process takes from 2 to 5 weeks apart from
the time required to prepare documents
prior to their submission to an executive
authority in the region when the respective
office is located.
When a company is established, the main
stage of legal base preparation for production
and distribution of the TV channel itself begins. For this purpose it is necessary to obtain
a mass medium registration certificate in the
Federal Service in the Sphere of Telecommunication, Information Technologies, and Mass
Communication (Roskomnadzor). A foreign
rights holder is required to provide a written
permit for the use of the original name of a
TV channel. An application for such permit
will be considered within 30 days.
When the registration certificate is obtained, the company is granted one year to
start broadcasting. If the company fails to
start broadcasting of TV programs within
the above period of time for any reasons
whatever, the certificate will become invalid.
However, to deliver content to televiewers,
the company shall obtain a television license
in Roskomnadzor. It used to be issued for 5
years, now is granted for 10 years.
The requirement to submit agreements of
intent entered into with TV networks service
providers to Roskomnadzor in order to obtain
a television license has become history. Now
this authority is satisfied when a broadcaster
submits information on incorporation of a TV
channel into the provider’s cable network
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within two months. Such information is entered into the “Public Register of RF Telecommunication and TV and Radio Broadcasting”
of Roskomnadzor. The above information
shall include the name of the channel, names
of the broadcaster and service provider and
indication of the distribution region.
To facilitate the process of obtaining the
required permitting documents for a broadcaster, Roskomnadzor has been performing
express expert evaluation of applicants’
documents since 2010, and also offers advisory services on completion of applications.
Roskomnadzor employees check the submitted application packages, whether they
are correctly executed and give appropriate
acknowledgements.
The main challenges in successful
broadcasting of TV channels in Russia are
encountered by TV companies not in bureaucratic offices, but in their own marketing departments. Experts recommend to
plan carefully the business schemes to be
used for content distribution. Starting from
2015, subscription channels will not be
able to gain profit simultaneously from the
subscription fee and the sales of commercial
airtime. The respective amendments to the
Law “On Advertising” were adopted in Russia
this summer. Therefore a broadcaster will
have to choose either subscription fee, or
advertisements on air.
Choosing a TV workshop for audio dubbing of channel programs into Russian Language is no less important. However, there
will hardly be any difficulties: a lot of professional dubbing firms have been established
and successfully operating in the period of TV
industry development in the country. At the
same time, the Russian audience is most receptive to localized versions of international
TV channels.

Three Popular Schemes

Alongside with the development of the
Russian legal base in the sphere of TV broadcasting the format of operation of global TV
companies in the country was changing.
Currently several schemes of legal TV busi-

ness by foreign broadcasters in Russia have
been formed.
According to the earliest of the above
mentioned schemes, rights holding broadcast organizations transferred local rights
for TV channels to companies registered
by Russian distributors. According to such
scheme, a distributor sells TV channels on
behalf of a registered legal entity (actually
on its own behalf ), transfers the income to
the rights holder, and receives interest for
the distribution and reimbursement for the
costs of business.
Today distributors continue working on
distribution of channels and promotion of
new projects of their foreign partners in Russia. These are branches of the global distributor companies AMC Networks International
and Thema, and also the Russian companies
Universal Distributions and Media Broadcasting Group. As a rule, this scheme is chosen by
TV companies bringing one or two channels
in a market which is new for them.
Another scheme involves establishing
affiliates of global TV companies in Russia.
Now this is the way to follow by the majority
of broadcasters, e.g. Discovery Networks and
Modern Times Group, Viacom International
Media Networks and Fox Broadcasting, Sony
Pictures and Universal Networks, Turner
Broadcasting and others; i.e. companies able
to bring channel packages in the market.
Finally, there is the third scheme supported by the management of the French companies Fashion TV and AB Groupe. It consists in
sales of territorial rights for distribution of TV
channels to a regional distributor for a fixed
price. The most well-known Russian company
using this scheme of business is “Pleades TV”.
The strict governmental regulation of
the television industry in the country implies permissive but not notifying nature of
business organization. In addition, Russia
has never ratified the Vienna Convention on
transboundary broadcasting. Nevertheless,
in spite of all bureaucratic problems there are
various opportunities in Russia for the distribution of the content that is really interesting
for TV viewers.
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Roman Magradze

Internationally Accessible Russian
TV Channels
Russian TV channels are increasing their activity in the international media market.
Approximately sixty channels from Russia are broadcasted in Europe and America
offering not only public, social, or political, but also limited-field content. Russian
movies and music, children’s channels, entertainment, news, historical, hobby
channels… This variety can be legally offered to Russian speaking subscribers of TV
networks throughout the world.
Ideology Sector

If for no other reason than because of various channels that are currently offered in
Russia. Some of them are certainly targeted
to shape public opinion, including the oppositional one. But the range of Russian
television content is not limited by the
above.
However, speaking of which… International broadcasting is performed by a
dozen Russian TV channels with different
level of ideological content. This is mainly
clear judging by their informational policy
and selection of films and serials. To a
lesser extent the governmental doctrine
is reflected in programs of documentary
genre, talk shows, and other TV formats.
And entertainment programs are practically
not affected by ideology.
TV companies which produce such
channels as “Pervy Kanal”, “RTR Planeta”,
“Mir”, “Mir 24”, “TV Center International”,
“NTV-Mir”, “5 Kanal”, “Zvezda”, “Russia 24”, RT
receive substantial financing from the state
budget. In addition, they enjoy significant
preferences as compared to other TV companies. Practically all those channels are
included in the first or second DVB-T multiplex. Providers of all TV networks in Russia
are obliged to provide the whole content of
the first multiplex to their subscribers free
of charge. Thus, the “selected broadcasters”
turn to absolute leaders in technical coverage of viewers in the country and costs of
their commercial airtime are increased.
TV viewers outside of their country
perceive TV channels with state ideology
as an opportunity to stay in the shared
information and cultural space with their
compatriots. And even almost the only
oppositional Russian TV channel “Dozhd”
(Rain) satisfies the same need of its viewers
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in North America, Europe, and Israel where
it is distributed. Requirements of TV news
viewers to the news content are simply
different.
TV channels are delivered to regional
operators in different ways, including satellite broadcasting and points of Internet
traffic exchange. In North America, Russian
– nominally public – TV channels are mainly
distributed by operators of satellite platforms DirecTV and Russian Media Group.
The oppositional TV channel “Dozhd” has
not yet been included in their packages.
In Europe, the main point of access to TV
channels “RTR Planeta” and “Pervy Kanal”
is the satellite group Eutelsat Hot Bird in
13°E position.

They All Differ

“Pervy Kanal”, “RTR Planeta”, “Russia 24”,
RT, “NTV-Mir”, “Mir”, “Mir 24”, “TV Center
International”, “5 Kanal”, “Zvezda”. The
common feature of these channels is a
large share of ideology in the content of
their programs. Surely, they differ in their
content, visual style, method of information
presentation, and are certainly addressed
to different audience.
The content of channels “RTR Planeta”
and “Pervy Kanal” is practically identical,
though each of them has an original and

recognizable style. They only differ… in
the form of ownership. One of them is
produced by the fully state-owned media
holding VGTRK, and the other is owned
by a commercial TV company with a share
belonging to the state.
VGTRK produces also information
channel “Russia 24”. As distinguished from
another Russian channel RT with news content addressed to foreigners, broadcasting
of Russia 24 is intended in the first line for
the fellow countrymen, including those
who are temporarily or permanently staying abroad. Another information channel
“Mir 24” is produced by the company “Mir”
created by agreement of CIS countries’ leaders. Priority in its program policy is given to
CIS countries news..
MTRK “Mir” also produces a channel
with the same name. The program grid of
the channel is formed by journalists from
CIS countries. The content is based upon
informational and analytical, educational,
entertainment, and publicistic programs,
including those for children. Films and serials cover a substantial part of the air. Programs of the TV channel “NTV-Mir” which
is an international version of NTV channel
produced by Gazprom-Media company
mainly refer to criminal issues, and are
basically presented in the form of various
journalistic investigations and broadcasting
of criminal films and serials.
Moscow and St. Petersburg are both
called the capitals of Russia, an official and
cultural one respectively. Each of these
cities gave to the country one federal
channel: “TV Center” from Moscow and
“5 Kanal” from St. Petersburg. Programs
of these channels are characterized with
attention to issues of life in megalopolises
as place where solutions are taken, which
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Hot Bird - 13.0°E. - 10815 MHz
H, 27500, FEC 5/6
Eutelsat 36A - 36°E. - 12302 MHz
L, 27500, FEC 3/4
Yamal-202 - 49°E - 3743; MHz L,
34075, FEC 3/4
Express AT1 - 56°E. - 12302 MHz
L, DRE-Crypt (Triсolor TV
package) 27500, FEC 3/4,
Horizons 2 - 85°E. - 11720 MHz
H, 11720, FEC 3/4
Express AM5 - 140°E. - 11530
MHz H, 22250, FEC 5/6
Hispasat 1 E - 30°W. - 12052 MHz
H, 27500, FEC 3/4
Galaxy-19 - 97°W. - 12 060 MHz
H, 22000, FEC 3/4
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have an impact on the whole country. The
“Zvezda” channel may be considered to be
a departmental one, because it is owned
by the Russian Ministry of Defense. Thus,
this program grid can hardly be expected
to have less patriotic content.

Religion

It should be noted that it was not Moscow,
the main city of the Russian Patriarch
and Patriarchate, where the first Russian
or thodox channel appeared. The T V
company “Soyuz ” was established by
the Ekaterinburg eparchy of the Russian
Orthodox Church of Moscow Patriarchate
on the basis of its own TV studio. The
program policy of the TV channel is based
on moral values and traditions of the
Russian history and culture. Its programs
give coverage to clerical life not only of
its own community, but also of other
eparchies of the Russian Orthodox Church
of Moscow Patriarchate, including those
located in other CIS countries. “Soyuz” has
its representative offices in Moscow, St.
Petersburg, Minsk and other cities.
Immediate religious broadcasting of the
channel is represented by weekly transmission of public worships from Ekaterinburg
churches and daily blocks of morning and
evening prayers. The other programs, being
orthodox in their basis, are of educational,
informative, cultural, historical, regional,
upbringing nature, but are not exclusively
religious. The channel does not transmit
commercial advertisements or any political
assessments of events in the country and
throughout the world.
Starting from October 2010 Russianspeaking citizens can watch the TV channel
“Soyuz” transmitted from the satellite Eutelsat HotBird 13D (13°E) in Europe, Galaxy 19
(97°W) in North America, Hispasat 1E (30°W)
in South America. Round-the-clock on-line
broadcasting is available to Internet users.
Programs transmitted by another Russian orthodox channel “Spas” seems more
laical, though its founders include the Moscow Patriarchate of the Russian Orthodox
Church. Its content includes informational
and educational programs, documentary
films. “Spas” is available for rebroadcasting
in CIS, Baltic countries, East Europe and
Nordic countries, Middle East, Central and
South-East Asia.
The Russian TV channel “TBN Rossiya”
is a part of the TV company Trinity Broadcasting Network created by the Union of
Christian churches of Evangelical nature.
It is operated by the efforts of the Russian
community on the basis of its own producing TV companies. Its major functions are
education, upbringing, and provision of
religious information. Its air is granted not
only to preachers of Evangelical churches,
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but also to their “competitors”: on working
days the viewing grid includes the program
“Orthodox vision”. There are informational,
children’s, and entertainment programs,
film show has a substantial share in the
viewing grid. “TBN Rossiya” is developing
an international TV and radio broadcasting network to cover the Russian-speaking
population throughout the world. Broadcasting of the TV channel “TBN Rodnoy”
(which means “own, native, dear”) is arranged in the USA and “Rodnoy” in Israel.

Films and Serials

The content of Russian film channels covers
mainly films and serials shot in Russia. A
substantial share of film showed is formed
by the works of masters of the Soviet period
cinema. Sometimes products of CIS film
studios are broadcast.
The TV channel “Dom kino” is run by
the “First channel”. The worldwide network presents films created in the Russian
cinema industry for the previous century
and in the beginning of this century: from
black-and-white classics to modern film
show hits. Priority is given to films and serials shot with participation of “Pervy kanal”.
However, this paid channel is not granted
the first show rights from its owner. The
priority is given to the generally accessible
“Pervy Kanal”.
The TV channel “Russkiy Illusion” of Content Union company (media brand “Club
100”) now broadcasts more films shot in
the 21st century, while films of the Soviet
period have lost their dominating position
in the program grid. Recently the so-called
“black-and-white classics” produced before
the 70s of the last century has become difficult to be found in the air of the channel. No
first shows of new films are offered either.
The T V channels “Russkiy Roman”,
“Russkiy Bestseller”, Russkiy Detektiv” are
produced by the state-owned TV company VGTRK. “Russkiy Roman” is addressed
mainly to female audience and here melodramas are presented. The channel offers
the first shows of the current year. “Russkiy
Bestseller” shows prime and high budget
film products created by Russian studios,
producers, script writers and directors,
some of them with participation of VGTRK.
However, the rights for first shows belong
to the channel “Russia 1” in Russia and “RTR
Planeta” abroad. The same refers to the
policy of film show on the channel “Russkiy
Detektiv”. First shows are broadcasted on
the generally accessible channel. The content of the channel is composed of criminal
TV series films and serials.
“Nashe Kino” is the first Russian film TV
channel. Now this brand is owned by the
company Gazprom-Media. Its program
grid mainly consists of films of the Soviet

period. Having lost its rights for this channel, the company Mediamart established
a new channel “Lubimoe Kino” with similar
content. Both channels are available for
international distribution. Mediamart TV
company also operates the channel of Russian serials “TeleClub”.
First shows of Russian films and serials
can be viewed on the TV channel Amedia.
A company under the same name has
launched its own round-the-clock channel
with the program grid consisting of serials
and programs shot by the channel itself.
In December 2012, the channel started
commercial broadcasting in the territory
of the USA within the package of American
provider Dish Network.

Educational Content

The commercial project of the state owned company VGTRK, known as “Digital
Television”, along with a number of film
channels also contains a number of
educational T V channels. Here “Moya
Planeta”, “Nauk a 2.0”, “Istoriya” are
produced. Thematic concepts are clear.
from the names of the channels. In the
beginning of this year a TV channel IQ HD
was created. Its program grid includes the
content of the three educational channels.
The Russian TV company Bridge Media
Group specialized mainly in production of
music TV channels in 2008 launched the
channel “Russian Travel Guide” specifically
for the wide audience abroad. It produces
documentary films about unexplored
places, cultural and geographical treasures
of Russia. The whole content is updated
continuously and created by production
companies owned by the Group. Films
are shot in HD format. Broadcasting is
performed in Russian, English and Turkish.
The TV company “Stream” runs 8 original TV channels, and the program grid
of another one – Stream Russian Life – is
composed of their best content for distribution abroad. It includes programs about
leisure activities from the channels “Okhota
i Rybalka”, about country life from the channel “Usadba”, about cars from the channel
“Drive”, about health from “Zdorovoye TV”,
Soviet TV programs from “Retro” channel,
programs about pets from the channel
“Domashnie Zhivotnye”, about mental
health from the channel “Psychologia21”,
TV games from the channel “Voprosy i Otvety”. The TV channel “Okhota i Rybalka” is
distributed abroad independently.
Another Russian educational TV channel is available for Russian speaking
viewers abroad, and namely a channel
“24Tehno” owned by the open joint stock
company Rostelecom. The name of the
channel prompts that it is dedicated to
engineering and technologies. Though the
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official broadcasting area is limited to CIS
countries, the channel can be found in the
packages of Splius operator in Lithuania.
It is quite possible that is not an exclusion.

Entertainment

Russian entertainment content is rather
widely presented abroad. The closed joint
stock company “National Media Group”
which owns shares in “ideological” T V
channels “Pervy Kanal”, “5 Kanal” also
controls the channels STS International
and “Ren TV”. STS International is being
marketed as an exclusively non-political
“classical entertainment TV project”. Its
content is a mix of top-rated programs of
the holding’s channels: STS, “Domashniy”
and “Perets”. Content of “Ren TV” is mainly
targeted to male audience with a lot of
films, serials, and entertainment shows.
The channel is distributed by air and cable
TV companies in CIS and Baltic countries.
The above mentioned “Gazprom-Media”
owns three more TV channels available for
Russian speaking viewers abroad. These are
“Pyatnitsa”, TNT, and Comedy TV. The program grid of “Pyatnitsa” is based on original
entertainment program produced by the
company and its Ukrainian colleagues. TNT
is deemed to be one of the most scandalous
TV channels in Russia due to transmission
of a number of reality shows like “Dom-2”
or Comedy Club. Critics consider these
projects immoral, low-grade and socially
inacceptable. Nevertheless, ratings of these
shows are stably high.
Comedy TV is a Russian humor channel.
According to the Federal Law of Russia “On
protection of children against information
which impairs their health and development”, all programs of the channel were
assigned the fourth age level “16+”.
The TV holding “Red Media” is distributing its entertainment channels STV and
“Interesnoye TV” in CIS and Eastern Europe
countries. On twenty-four-hours basis in
exclusive format STV shows all aspects of
stars’ life, bright show-business events,
private interviews, unbelievable stories,
and exciting facts from celebrities’ life.
“Interesnoye TV” presents the world of
hobby and adventures: from sea-hunting
to competitions in hot dog eating and frogs
weddings.

Children’s, Sports, and Other
Channels…

The Russian children’s content is presented
abroad by two T V channels only. The
channel for children and youths “Carousel”
is jointly produced by “Pervy Kanal” and
VGTRK and is 100% owned by the state. In
2014 the government granted subsidies
in an amount of 33 milliard 77 million
rubles (around one billion US dollars).
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The international version – Carousel
International – is available in CIS, European
Union, the USA and Israel. The program grid is
based on own channel programs and fiction
and animation films produced by Russian
studios. Adver tisement transmission
started in 2014. Hidden subtitles for people
with hearing disorders are provided. The
second channel – “Detskiy” is produced by
the above mentioned company “Content
Union” (media brand “Club 100”). and
addressed to children from 6 to 12. The
content produced by Russian studios is
presented in the air.

The state media holding VGTRK produces TV channels “Sport” and “Sport 2”.
“Sport” is transmitting football, hockey,
basketball, and volleyball games in the
framework of various Russian and international competitions. Track and field
athletics, badminton, and ball hockey have
not been left out in the cold. There are a lot
of programs on figure skating and winter
sports. “Sport-1” is transmitted in HD format. Olympic Games, World football cups,
hockey, biathlon, track and field athletics
cups, European Championships, Formula
1 Grand Prix and other premium class car
races, world box, combat sports, and other
important sports events are shown on air
round-the-clock. The official broadcasting
zone for these channels is Russia only, but
they are offered in the packages of Splius
provider in Lithuania.
The program concept of “KHL TV” as the
first hockey channel in Russia consists of
two components. In SD version only news
broadcasts, program “League” and archive
documentary films are available, while the
premium content consisting of dozens of
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own TV projects on different subjects is
shown in HD version. The channel is distributed in CIS countries and Europe. The channel was found in the Russian package of the
Canadian provider Ethnic Channels Group.
The TV company “Red Media” has presented
its channel “Boyets” in the segment of Russian sports overseas broadcast. It shows
combats of martial arts stars, professional
boxing, kickboxing, and K-1 competitions,
mixed style combats, documentary and
fictional films with participation of famous
sportsmen.
The documentary genre is presented by
TV channels RT D, “Vremya”, and “24Dok”.
RT D is a documentary project of the TV
company Russia Today. It shows series of
films “Beauties of Russia” about Russian
towns, educational series “Wonder of Nature”, “Future Technologies”, and “Peoples
of Russia”, latest journalistic investigations.
Broadcasting is performed in English and
Russian. The TV channel “Vremya” produced
by “First Channel. International Network”
presents a historical and biographic project
about the life of outstanding people, great
contemporaries, and famous personalities
of the past: actors, sportsmen, musicians,
politicians, and scientists. It broadcasts
daily author’s and biographic programs,
Russian and foreign documentary series,
materials from archives of Gosteleradiofond
and “Pervy Kanal”. The joint stock company
Rostelecom presents a channel “24Dok” in
this theme-based format. This is a channel
of the world latest documentary films. The
target audience is all categories of viewers
above 18 years old.
The channel “Muzyka” produced by
“First channel. International Network”
broadcasts music video clips, live concerts,
hit parades and offers the whole variety of
modern Russian music: from pop songs to
rock-n-roll classics, from youth styles to
old hits. The holding “Red Media” produces
a channel “La Minor” with songs, Russian
chanson, and urban romance composed
and performed by their authors. Concerts
and music films, recitals and programs by
viewers’ requests, and live programs with
participation of musicians are broadcasted.

Summary

Thus, it is obvious that provider from
almost any country is able to compose
a thematically diverse package of T V
channels for Russian speaking subscribers;
mainly in the Northern hemisphere, of
course. This overview does not cover
T V p ro j e c t s a d d re s s e d to t h e s a m e
audience but produced not in Russia
and broadcasted from other countries. If
they are taken into account, the national
package may include more than one
hundred channels.
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Russian Companies at IBC2014

We would like to draw your attention to Russian participants of IBC2014 that have
provided us with brief information on the scope of their activity and solution there are
planning to present at the Show.

CSTB Booth 6.B06

The CSTB exhibition and forum (27-29
January 2015, Moscow, Russia) is the premier
professional media event of the year in
Russia and CIS countries where cuttingedge products and technologies in the
broadcasting and telecommunication
industries are traditionally unveiled.
CSTB’2015 THEMES:
• Digital multichannel TV (cable, satellite
and IP TV)
• Digital free-to-air TV
• Connected TV
• TV content
• Multiservice networks
• Satellite communications
CSTB’2015 HIGHLIGHTS:
• Over 24,000 attendees
• More than 480 exhibitors
• TELECOM.MOBILE&FIXED show held in
parallel with CSTB’2015
• CONNECTED TV AREA
• UNIQUE  TV CHANNELS EXPOSITION
• CSTB’2015 International forum
• The 6th National Awards in multi-channel
digital TV
• National pavilions

Another new solution is Coder COD2xHD/SD HDMI-H264 . The double-channel
coder is intended for simultaneous coding
of two HDMI signals to MPEG-2 SD or H.264
HD/SD streams. An unusual function of the
coder is an opportunity of subtitling to one
of the inputs using the TitleMaster program.
In addition, the company will demonstrate an updated processor DVBC-8ASI-4хRFBasic for digital DVB-C television.

Elecard Booth 3.C19

Elecard is a leading provider of video
compression technology and high quality
software products for video and audio
playback, editing, analysis, multimedia
content preparation and streaming. Elecard
is based in Tomsk, Russia, with subsidiaries in
the USA and Vietnam
In Amsterdam the company will present
the existing range and brand-new products
The recent contribution to Elecard ARM
Codec SDK sample set is Elecard “MovieFlex”
software module designed for creation of
flexible solutions for the Video Wall industry.
Another in-booth demo is featuring
advanced capabilities of Elecard HEVC video
decoder processing 4K video in real-time on
a PC platform.
In addition to the “MovieFlex“ and
HEVC/H.265 4K codec demonstrations. One
can discover more on Elecard stand.

DVLab/TELEVIEW Booth 5.C06

DVLab/TELEVIEW will present, both new
devices for TV broadcasting and production
and updated versions of existing ones .
This year the company will present a new
video mixer DSC924and updated model
DSC945MK3. The new mixer has been
developed for the low cost applications
sector and aimed for shooting “live” events,
usage in education sphere, in clubs, and
restaurants. DSC924 is a professional quality
video mixer which has the necessary set of
functions for the work with a small quantity
of video sources. Both the circuit technology
and the design of the mixer have been
updated.
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Gazprom Space Systems Booth 4.B71

Gazprom Space Systems has created and
operates Yamal Satellite Communications
System consisting of four satellites (Yamal-201,
Yamal-202, Yamal-300K, Yamal-402) and
advanced ground telecommunications
infrastructure (three teleports, digital satellite
TV center, a wide network of ground stations
in the Russian regions). Now Gazprom
Space Systems is an international operator
providing Yamal satellites capacity not only
in Russia but also in a considerable part of
the Eastern hemisphere.

On the international market Gazprom
Space Systems is positioned as a Fixed Satellite Service Operator, while within Russia the
company is also a Services Provider (satellite
communication links, satellite broadcasting
services, satellite Internet access, aerospace
monitoring services) and a System Integrator
(development of space and ground communication systems).
Gazprom Space Systems’ revenue in 2013
increased by 29% and amounted to 104.7
million USD thanks to putting into operation
new Yamal-300K and Yamal-402 satellites.
According to 2013 results Gazprom Space
Systems went three positions up in the list
of the global top fixed satellite services operators published by the well-known Space
News. Now the company is on the 21st place
in the rating.
Gazprom Space Systems is actively
promoting the opportunities of the existing satellites and future ones. (To find more
information see page 19.)

MART JSC Booth 8.A01

MART JSC is one of leading enterprises
in Russia in the field of development and
manufacturing of equipment for terrestrial
TV and radio broadcasting.
The company manufactures a full range of
digital TV DVB-T/T2 transmitters with practically any level of output power, dual (digital
and analog) and analog TV transmitters, FM
transmitters, antenna-feeder equipment
as well as equipment for DRM digital radio
broadcasting.
At IBC2014 “MART” JSC shows some
new products as well as products that are
in high demand : 0.5 kW digital TV DVB-T/T2
transmitter with full backup redundancy, 1
kW FM transmitter “Iney-M” performed as a
single unit and much more erious attention
JSC “MART” paid serious attention to
the increase of transmitter efficiency. The
modification of transmitters with increased
efficiency based on Doherty circuits is available; research on further increase of efficiency
based on alternative technical solutions is
carried out.
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Netris Booth 5.C21

Netris works in the field of software
development and systems integration for
service providers, state structures, banking
institutions and contact-centers.
Netris is involved in:
• Video Surveillance
• Digital TV and Content Delivery
• Video Consulting over Internet
• Software development for banking institutions and collection agencies
Netris’ customers are telecommunication companies and banking institutions
that aim to improve their efficiency using
cutting edge solutions. Netris Solutions
have been deployed for Rostelecom (NCN),
Kazakhtelecom, Moscow Government, MTS,
Russian Standard Bank, TTK, Metalloinvest,
Ukrtelecom and other Russian and CIS service
providers and banks.

NetUP Booth 14.J18

NetUP is an IPTV equipment manufacturer
that offers wide range of hardware and
software for IPTV. NetUP produces solutions
for telecoms, OTT service providers, for the
hospitality market, and for various other
applications.
This year NetUP will demonstrate the following newest products:
• Visual IPTV Combine, an all-in-one IPTV
headend with 12” touch screen for easy
configuration and service monitoring;
• the brand new Universal Dual DVB-CI card
for digital satellite (DVB-S/S2), terrestrial
(DVB-T/T2) and cable (DVB-C/C2) signal
capture;
• brand-new super high performance
H.264 transcoders;
• advanced IPTV / OTT middleware for
Android IP set-top boxes;
• Mosaic TV channel grid creation system
for preview and monitoring, and other
curious products.

NIIT JSC Booth 5.C43.

JSC “NIIT” is a multi-profiled enterprise
specializing in research and development of
TV optical-electronic systems for observation
and measurement. NIIT works in every
field of TV technology and the results of
this work are used in numerous spheres
of science, technology, industry, medicine
and different branches of national economy
and for country defense. The Institute has a
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worldwide priority in development of space
TV systems.
On the IBC2014 JSC «NIIT» will present their recent developments: EVC high
performance video codec and ATS-1 digital
signal quality analyzer. EVC video codec can
perform real time compression of 4K video
with output bitrate of 20 Mbps. ATS-1 analyzer is designed for analyzing the quality of
digital TV programs and services. It provides
comprehensive objective analysis of QoS
(MPEG TS errors) and QoE (picture quality
and audio level) parameters. Functionality
of these devices will be demonstrated by JSC
«NIIT» at the booth

Russian Satellite Communication
Company Booth 4.B84

The Russian Satellite Communication
Company (RSCC) is the Russian state satellite
operator whose spacecraft provides a global
coverage. Currently the company provides
space segment capacity to users in 35
countries and, with its orbital and frequency
capacity, is a confident member of the world’s
ten largest satellite operators. In 2012 the
RSCC constellation included 11 satellites that
are positioned along the geostationary arc
extending from 14W to 140E. The Company’s
ground infrastructure includes five satellite
communications centers in European Russia,
Siberia and the Far East, as well as the modern
Shabolovka Technical Center in Moscow.
RSCC provides a full range of communications
and broadcasting services using its own
terrestrial engineering facilities and satellite
constellation including up-to-date spacecraft
of Express-AM, Express-A, Express-AT series,
and a part of the Eutelsat 36A satellite
capacity.
The company’s satellites offer wide opportunities to establish TV & Radio broadcasting inclusive DTH, IPTV, MPEG-4 services,
broadband Internet access, data transmission, videoconferencing, VSAT network
deployment, departmental and corporative
communications networks worldwide.
An ambitious growth strategy has been
mapped out by RSCC. In 2014 RSCC launched
three satellites. In 2014-2015 three more
satellites – Express-АМ6, Express-АМ7 and
Express-АМ8 - are planned to launch. At the
exhibition RSCC will introduce new satellites’
opportunities to provide communication
services at the international market.

SmartLabs Booth 14.E30.

SmartLabs is engaged in the development
of service delivery platforms for interactive

digital television, advanced client
applications, user interfaces, set-top boxes,
and other innovative solutions for service
providers and corporations.
Visitors to the SmartLabs booth at
IBC2014 can experience the advanced
features of SmartLabs multi-screen multinetwork Interactive TV solutions with demonstrations of SmartLabs Solutions for IPTV,
OTT and DVB hybrid deployments.
SmartLabs Solutions seamlessly combine SmartLabs products, SmartTUBE SDP,
SmartTUBE UI, SmartMEDIA and SmartSPY,
to provide feature rich and widely deployed
solutions for service providers to deliver state
of the art interactive TV services over any
network to any screen.
SmartLabs will also showcase new high
performance IP and DVB Hybrid STBs with
HEVC support and reveal a new set-top box
with an ultra-compact form factor.
The new SmartLabs Solutions and STBs
combine to offer operators a market-leading
platform to attract new subscribers, reduce
churn and increase their ARPU.
For more details on our products and
services, please welcome to the SmartLabs
stand throughout the exhibition hours.
Our experts are eager to answer all questions.

SoftLab-NSK JSC Booth 7.A08

SoftLab-NSK is engaged in developing
hardware/software for T V companies
business process automation: video/audio
ingest and processing, ADs gathering
and media planning, broadcast schedule
creation and playback with automatic ADs
insertion, time shift, channel branding,
and so on.
SoftLab-NSK solutions are based on selfdeveloped boards (FD322, FD422 and FD842)
and work in all environments (analog, SDI,
DVB in SD/HD resolutions) including IPTV.
New development of the company will
be presented at the IBC2014:
• The SLIngest multichannel recording
server intended for synchronous video
and audio recording from non-synchronized sources. This makes the upcoming
editing in popular video editing programs
as simple as possible.
• The SLSportTitler system for realtime
CG overlay for sport broadcasting. The
system includes engine for displaying
graphics and set of plugins for different
sports.
Some new features of the ForwardT and
ForwardTS complexes and Focus virtual studio will be presented as well. So as updated
version of the Forward Goalkeeper slowmotion instant replay system.
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